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Preface

The practicum experience fnvolved an experiential learning approach

with male adolescents within a school settíng. The practicum attempted

to enhance their sense of identity.

The author maintained two objectives for the practicum:

1) To enhance the authorrs skills with adolescenË groups, and

2) To increase the authorrs knowledge in the areas of adolescent

development, social work wíth groups, the role of socÍa1 work

in Èhe schools and interpersonal communication skills.

The practicum report is separated ínto four secËions. The first

chapter relates the ratÍonale for social work interventíon, the objectives

of the practicum and the means of evaluation. The second chapter is

a review of the literature focussing on adolescent identíÈy, social

work in the schools, social work with groups and experiential learning.

The third chapÈer deals wiÈh Èhe practicum experience through the stages

of group development. The final chapter provides a sunmary of the

prac ticum.

l_1



I 
HAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Rationale for Social llork Intervention

In the not so dístant past, the family, living ín rural communities

and sma11 cities, was the main unit of socialization. Youth learned from

their nuclear or extended families. The present urban, technocratic

society places greater demands on the family unit. Families are generally

smaller and the extended family unít is the exception to the norm.

Increasingly, more farnilies have both parents employed ín the labor force.

The increasing divorce rates and single parent fa¡nilies have further eroded

traditÍonal family units.

Rather than intensify the need for the farnily to group together for

mutual supporË, there appears to have been a lessening of interdependence

upon family members. Individuals turn toward outside resources for

assisÈance, but as Carkhuff (I976) relates:

We in the helping professions wait downstream

. to fish the bodies out (p. 2).

Unfortunately, as reflected in the previous statement, the help is

I'after-the-fact", remedial rather than prevenEative. This suggests the

need to reassess intervention strategies with adolescents. Greater

emphasis should be placed on recognizing the I'storm and stress" of

adolescence as part of normal development. In analyzing adolescence'

relatíon to other maturational stages, lfitchell (1975) concludes:

Adolescents, of course, are not the only people who
experience growth predicaments - they flourish duríng
childhood and adulthood. Teenagers, however' exPerience
their predGments more intensely than at other ages
and the potential for serious disorder coming about
as a result of predícaments is increased during these
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years, therefore, the consequences of adolescent
predicaments are serious and merit close attention (p. 6).

The focus should be to create an environment where adolescenEs can

experience Èheir grourth in a positive and accepting atmosphere; where

they can experiment with new behaviors; and where they can learn inter-

personal skills they will require as adults.

The school in our contemporary society has become a major institution

of socialization for the young. Most children spend six hours per day,

five days per week, Ín a school setting for ten to twelve years of their

lives. Increasing importance is placed on the education system to assume

greater responsibility Ín the socialization process. However' some

authors think that the school system has not responded adequately to

their responsibility. As Bachy, Duner, Shelders and Selosse (I972) sLate:

.the school churns out information which can only
be described as stereotyPed and often unrelated Eo real
life. The result is that school training il1 prepares
young people for íntegraÈion into social and economic
life (p. 19).

In a similar vein Braverman (1974) views our junior and senior high

schools as:

Teen sitting instiËutions r"¡hich keep our youth
segregaËed from the mainstream of life (p. 439).

Bachy, et al. (I972) have identified characterístics which can serve to

increase or decrease maladaptive behaviors. l'liÈchell (1975) concludes that:

.the school structure emphasizes acquiescence
and conformity, Èherefore, Ínitiative falters (p. 3).

It appears rhat indivíduality and self-growth can suffer for the goals

of uniformity and effíciency.

Although the education system is conservative and slow to change,

changes are happening. The introduction of new Programs, specialized

classesrmore highly trained personnel and the increased utilization of
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outside resources reflects the changes in the schools. Dr. Hugh Curtis,

in a presentation at the Child Welfare League of America Conference

(Winnipeg I979), related that while school enrollment continues to

decrease the number of referrals for school socíaI services has increased.

This suggests that the school system may be becoming more responsive

to the inÈerpersonal needs of students in addition to Ëhe students

acadernic education. It also seems to indícate that the increasing number

of referrals requires an overall approach to assist all students thereby

lessening the number of treatment referrals

hrhat are the implications for social work r,Tithin the school system?

Social work is becomÍng more accepted as a vital and contributing compo-

nenÈ of the school system. Curtis (1978) reported seventy-five functions

for school social workers. The majority of these roles are r¿ithin the

scope of remedial or treatment interventions. However, it would appear

that social work has the responsibility to go beyond these roles toward

a focus on prevention. The role of socÍa1 work ís succinctly stated in

the preamble of the 1975 Canadian Association of Social l,trorkers code of

ethics:

Social work is a profession which endeavours to foster
human welfare through professional services and activities
airned aÈ enhancing, maintaining' or restoring the sociaL
functioning of persons. It employs a body of knowledge,
skills in human relationshíps and method such as inter-
disciplÍnary co-operation, research, planníng' and
social action to change conditions and practices
infringing upon individual rights and maínÈainÍng social
institutions sensitÍve to human needs and supportive
of human fulfillment and to changing or abolishing
institutions and systems which do not serve the public
good.

Pincus and Minaham (1973) support the previous statement with their

definition of the purpose of social work:



Social work is concerned with the interactions between
people and their social environment which affect the
ability of people Èo accomplish their llfe tasks,
alleviate distress, and realíze their aspirations and
values. The purpose of social work therefore is to
1) enhance the problem-solving and coping capabilíties
of people, 2) link people with systems that provide
them with resources services, and oppotunities, 3)
promoÈe the effective and humane operation of Èhese
systems, and 4) contribute to the development and
improvement of social policy (p. 9) .

From the tr,¡o preceeding statements it can be seen thaË social work

is not and should not be limited to a remedial, treatment ro1e. Both

definitÍons emphasize the importance of a need to enhance, Promote, and

fulfil1 human development Social work with Íts knowledge of human

functioning, understanding of social interactions and PractÍce skills

can contribute to the enhancement of adolescent growth.

The authorrs interest in this area of social work intervenÈion

developed from his prevíous experience in the child welfare field.

It was based on the personal observations of the significant number of

adol-escents who are known to social service agencies. They night have

been diverÈed out of the system if intervention had occurred earlier

on a preventative 1evel.

Thus adolescents have been identified as an unique population

with needs and life tasks specÍfic to

school system has Èhe responsibility

that stage of

to respond to

school system is an accepËed environment for social

Social work has the responsibility to conÈribute to

development. The

these needs. The

work interventÍon.

societal growth and

to promote the general good health of individuals, including adolescents.

Therefore, intervention with adolescents in the school system apPears to

be an appropriaÈe area for social work involvement.
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0bj ec tives

The author maintained two objectíves for the practicum intervention:

1) Eo enhance the authorrs social work skills wÍth adolescent

grouPS, and

2) to increase the authorrs knowledge in the areas of adolescent

development, socÍal work with groups, the role of social work

in the schools and inÈerpersonal communication ski1ls.

To achieve these goals the author contracted with the Portage La

Prairie School DivisÍon to run t\,Jo groups composed of students from a

junior high school in Portage. The practicum was Ímplemented from

November 1978 to l{ay 1979.

Based upon the currenE 1Íterature and the authorrs personal experience

Èhe following objectives were developed for the group intervention:

- to increase the group PartÍciPantsr knowledge of the basics of

interpersonal communica tíon ;

- to íncrease the group parËicipantsr understanding of their own

communícatÍon;

- to increase the group partícipantsr skills in communication,

through practice, in a safe environment where group members can

experiment with new behaviors;

- to increase the group participantsr abilÍty and comfort in

assuming responsibilíty for themselves;

- to enhance the group particípantsr ability to exPress their

feelings; and

- to provide a learning experience whích rvas fun and stimulating.

Evaluation

The evaluation of social work intervention with the students was
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primarily based on direct and indirect feedback. After each group

session a short period of time was set aside to elicit feedback from

the group members. The final meeting was an evaluation session designed

to discuss how the group members thought and felt about the group

experience and what had been accomplished. The author also videotaped

the majority of the group meetings. The authorts practicum advisor also

provided feedback about group progress through regular meetings wiÈh the

author. A short questÍonnaire, developed by the author, v¡as administered

at the termination of the groups to provide r¿riÈten feedback. The

author also obtained verbal feedback from school personnel.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEI^]

From the preceeding rationale for social work intervention it has

been illustraËed that there are a number of significant conponents to

the practicum. The importance of adolescent identify cannot be overstated

as one of the most signíficant and critical developmental tasks in an

individualrs life experience. It is also known that an indívidual-

spends a sÍgnificant portÍon of hís adolescence in the school sysËem.

htrile in the school the adolescent grows emotionally as well as Ínte1lec-

tually. Social workers can enhance this growth through their role

within the schools. It appears that an experimental learning approach

by social workers, within the schools, can assist in helping adolescents

in their identity development.

The Literature Review focuses on these four relevant areas:

Adolescent Identity, Social Work in the Schools, Social !üork with Groups

and ExperientÍal Learning. The section on Adolescent Identity focuses

on the different interpretations of identity, the psychological and the

social factors which contribute to identity formation. The section,

on Social l^lork in the Schools, attempts to define the different percep-

tions of school social work by illustrating both traditional and non

traditional interventions. The third area reviews hor,¡ r^¡ork wíth groups

is similar to other types of social work practÍce and yet contains

distinct differences. A specific methodology of intervention, experÍential

learning follows in the last section. The four secÈions are separate to

provide a distinct overview of each specific area.



Adolescent Identitv

I aíntt whal I ought Eo be, I ainrt what Ifm
going to be, but I aintt what I was*

Authors and researchers have developed various definÍEions to

describe the stage of growth called adolescence. The definitions reflect

theír oron theoretical orientatíon on human developmenE. Freudian and

neo-Freudian scholars place a greater emphasis on the sequential, pre-

determined nature of developmenf, focusing on the biological and

physiological nature of growth towprd adulthood. Other authors, such as

Lewin (1962) and Piaget (1958), concentrate on Ehe cognÍËive aspects of

development. Braverman (7974), Mitchell (1975), Sebald (1970) and Baum

(1975) assume that sociological variables outweigh the Psychological

and bÍo1ogica1 factors of adolescence. There is some question as to

r¡hether cerÈain aspects of adolescence are real or if they are artifi-

cial1y manufactured by society. Erikson (1968) and his followers favor

a mid-point, recognizing the social variables, the physiological changes

and the psychological needs of adolescence.

The author supports the perspective of adolescence as an almost

universaf phenomena. In this sense, adolescence is accordingly viewed

as a period of transition beEween childhood and adulthood, in which

certain maturational needs must be addressed. The length of Èime of

adolescence varÍes from culture to culture and over history. The author,

after a careful scrutiny of the literaÈure, chose to focus on a specific

maturational need or life task o.f adolescence r¡hich was predominant

throughout the literaÈure. This Èask is the need to form a sense of

*Erikson came across this saying in a

M.J.E. Senn (Ed), Symposium on the Healthy
Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation, 1950.

bar - see Erikson, E.H., in
Personality, New York,
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personal Ídentity. The issue of rridentityil is very often vaguely defined

in the Ifterature, however, Ifitchell (1975) provides a useful definition:

In general usage, identity refers to how a person
thinks of and defines himself, taking into consi-
deration his own expectations of himself and the
roles society assumes he will carry out. Identity
refers to the sameness of character which persists
throughout an individualrs behavior despite super-
ficial differences in behavior or mood and,
therefore, represenEs unity of personality over
a period of time (p. 52).

In comparison, Muuss (1962) offers what appears to be a more compre-

hensive definiÈion:

Ego identity involves total integration of vocational
ambitíons and aspirations, along with all those
qualities acquired through earlier identification:
imÍtation of parents, falling in love, admiration of
hereos, etc. 0n1y the achievement of all of these
aspecÈs of ego identity - which rÁ/e rnay call "inËegri-ty" -
will permit intímacy of sexual and affective love,
deep friendship, and other situaEíons that call for
sel-f-abandon without fear of loss of ego identity in
Èhe next developmental stage (p. 38).

Both of these definitions tend to stress the sociological aspects

learning and interpersonalof identity ín areas such as roles, previous

relationships. Erikson (1968) thinks thar part of the diffículty in

defining identity is caused because vre are dealing with a process. The

process is located in the individual and in his culÈure, with both

interacting to establish Èhe individual identity and the cultural identity

Ees:of the community. He sta

.r.re cannot separaÈe personal growth and communal
change, nor can we separate the identity crisis in
individual life and contemporary crises in historical
development because the two help to define each other
and are truly relative to each other other (p. 23).

Erikson thinks that the process is ongoÍng from birth but has iËs

normative crisis in adolescence. Identity includes consÍstent behavior

of the individual and experimentation for the individual to discover what
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is ríght for him personally. It appears that the central issue concerns

the individual fBeling secure and accepting of himself. This section

will summaríze the prevailing theories with an emphasis on the factors

which emerged as significant in the literature to healthy adolescent

identity formation.

Traditional Freudian psychology focuses on the íntrapsychic, sexual

changes which occur during adolescence. It stresses the importance of

conflÍct at thie stage of devefopment and considers conflict to be normal

and necessary for identity formation. Freud assumed that the sexual body

changes results in a resurgence of the Oedipus complex as an universal-

phenomena. The conflict is centered in the relationship between the

adolescent and his parents and will emerge in some areas of the relatíon-

ship. Successful resolution of the Oedipus complex and acceptance of

the appropriate sex role resulÈs in a good self-concepÈ and a healthy

sense of identity. Lrhile Freud did not pursue adolescence as much as

chí1dhood, his daughEer, Anna Freud, has written extensively in this area.

Anna Freud is cited in Smart and Smart (1973):

I take it that it is normal for an adolescent to
behave for a considerable length of time in an
inconsistent and unpredictable manner; to fíght
his impulses and accePÈ them; to çard them off
successfully and to be overrun by thern; to love
his parents and to hate them; to revolt against
them and to be dependent on them, to be deeply
ashamed to acknowledge his mother be6ore others
and, unexpectedly to desire heart-to-heart talks
with her; to thrive on imitaÈion of and identifi-
cat.ion with others while searching unceasingly
for his own identity; to be more idealistic'
artistic, generous and unselfish than he will
ever be again, but also Èhe opposite: self-centered,
egotistic, calculating (P. 115).

From a cognitive perspective on the development of ídentity wrÍters

such as Piaget and Ler¿in stress the Ínportance of the adolescence is
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the stage of development of forrnal operational thoughË. Formal oPeratÍonal

though ínvolves beÍng able to engage in hypothetical and abstract thinking.

This is ofÈen characterized by ídealism without the temperíng of realism.

Of ten the adolescent begins to quest j-on the ansr.¡ers given by authori-ties,

realizing their ansv¡ers are not always consistent or rational. As the

adolescent is now capable of planning for the future his perspective on

the present also changes. Some of his Present actions are oriented

tor^7ard future goals. These elements affect adolescent self-concePÈ as

sununarized by Sutton-Smith (1973) :

One consequence of the abítity Èo think abstractly
and in terms of possibilities is that the adolescent
becomes more avlare of personal alternatives. He

is capable of imagining an ideal self that is
different from his present real self. Increasingly
he projects himself into future social and occupa-
tional roles (p. 459) .

The adolescent becomes more avrare of social demands and expectations

with the growth of his increased cognitive por^rers. The cognitive capacity

allows the adolescent to discriminate with regard to himself, his famÍly,

his peers and his environment. Kurt Le¡¿inrs (1962) theory, referred to

as field theory, combines biological, sociologÍcal, environmental and

psychological factors Ín the concept of life space. The life sPace

contains the interactions between environmental and personal factors.

An ímportant concept within the const.ruct of lífe space is that objects

or goals can have a positive or negaÈive aÈtraction which al1ow the

fulfillment of needs or inhibít the needs. As a result the indivídual

moves Èoward and away from his goa1s. Lewin refers to this as locomotion.

This concept appears significant to the adolescenÈ quest for identíty

and could explain the vacilation of adolescents from very mature behavior

at one time to childish behavior at another time. Lewin refers to the
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adolescent as a marginal man - someone who does not really belong to

the children group or to the adult group. fn this sense adolescence

is a changing of group memberships. Muss (1962) explains this concept:

As a rmarginal manf the adolescent experiences a
concinuous conflÍct betv¡een the various attitudes,
values, ideologies, and styles of 1Íving since he
is shifting from the childhood group to the adult
group. The adolescent develops the ability to
understand the past, adopt a ne\ar ouÈlook toward the
future and plan his own life more realística11y
(p. 89-el).

Lewin explains the adolescent uncertainry as a lack of cognitive struc-

ture stating that the rol-es for childhood and adulthood are clearly

defíned whereas Èhe adolescent is entering a transition phase. This

theory attempts to explain individual behavior as opposed to generalizing

Èo adolescents as a group.

Erikson (1968) atËributes more influence to social factors than

does traditional psychoanalytic theory, buÈ he was stí11 infl-uenced

significantly by Freud. He identifies the development of a personal

identíty as the primary Èask of adolescence. In thís view the adolescent

must resolve crises of previous developmental stages which are basic

trust versus basic mistrust, autonomy versus shame and doubË, j-nitiative

versus guilt, and, industry versus inferiority. According to his theory,

if the conflicts of each previous stage of development have been resolved

positively, then healthy growth can continue to occur because those

positive qualities of the previous sÈages become part of the adolescentts

identity. Conversely, if the conflict is not resolved t.he negatÍve

quality is assimilated into the identity. The danger of this ís what

Erikson refers to as identity diffusion which can result in delinquent

behaviors, personality disorders and withdrawal, Erikson (1959)

relates:
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The emerging ego identity, then, bridges the early
childhood stages, when the body and the parent images
were given their specific meanings, and the later
stages, when a variety of social roles becomes
available and increasingly coercive. A lasting ego
identity cannot begin to exist without the trust
of the first oral stage; it cannot be completed
without a promise of fulfillment which from the
dominant image of adulthood reaches down into the
bodyts beginnÍngs and r¿hich creaLes at every step
an accruing sense of ego strength (p. 91).

Successful establishment of identity in adolescence allows Ehe

indivídua1 to progress into adulÈhood where he must develop intimacy'

generativity and integrity. This can only occur if the adult has a

"reasonable sense of identity" according to Erikson.

It can be seen that Eríksonts theory, like Freudrs theory, is based

on conflÍct resolution of developmental crises. Both theories build

sequentially and assume the universality of developmental stages and

Èasks. However, Erikson (1956) does recognize the contributÍon of outside

variables:

This period adolescence can be viewd as a psycho-
logical moratorium during which the indÍvidual
through free role experimentation may find a niche
in some section of his society, a niche which is
firmly defined and yet seems to be uniquely made
for him. In finding it the young adult gains an
assured sense of inner continuity and social same-
ness r¿hich will bridge what he \^Ias as a child and
what he is to become, and will reconiile his
conception of hinself and his communityrs recogni-
tion of hím . Identity formation arises from
the selective repudiation and mutual assinilation
of childhood identifications, and their absorption
in a new configuration which, in turn, is dependent
on the process by which a socíety . . . identifies
the young individual, recognizing him as somebody
who had to become the LTay he is, and who, being
the way he is, is taken for granted (p. 66-68).

Eríkson uses the term moratorium because he thinks Ehat adolescents

require time to move from the stage of childhood to the roles and respon-

sibilities of adulthood and society provides hirn with this time. ThÍs
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t'time-outttfrom continuous developmenÈ al1ows the adolescent to experi-

menË with new behaviors and ways of relating.

The identity quest in adolescence deals vrith the existential

problems of Iífe: htlo am I? What is my purpose? Irrhat are my goals?

The adolescent is involved in making decisions about his present situa-

tion and his future life. John J. I'litche1l, an author who has r,¡ritten

extensively on adolescence takes a similar perspective. Mitchell

theorizes that a complex identity requires that the adolescent know who

he is, what he is and why he Ís. He thinks that task during adolescence

is to determine the "why" questÍon. He thinks that the adolescent,

besides his concerns for exÍstential questions, rnrants to know in

practical terms what is available to him: Where can I find emplo1'rnent?

hrhat school should I attend? What is to my best advantage now?

Mitchell (1975) comments on this aspect of identity:

Ìluch has been written about the idealism of youth,
and rightfully so, as it is a trait genuine to them.
Hor¿ever, idealists only they are not. Youth are
hardheaded pragmitists who, like the legendary
sceptics from Missouri, must be shot,rn not only what
is but how it makes a difference. The identity
problems which most occupy the thoughts of youth
are practical questions dealing with tangible
opportunities and possibilities harboured by the
future (p. 18).

This would appear to indicaEe that the idenÈity crisis of adolescence

ís not confined to the psychological sphere. The adolescent wants to

know who he is in relation to the larger philosophical Íssues, buÈ also

who he is in simple terms of everday functioning.

An important variable in adolescent identity formation is that of

body image. lhe physiological changes of adolescence place stress upon

the body image which affect identity (ie., rapid body growth, secondary

sexual characteristics, sexual aürareness, early or late maturation).
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ln the preceeding stages of development the adolescent gains a mastery

over his body and a trust in his abilities which is consequently upset

in adolescence. An adolescent who is unhappy or unsure about his body

image Ís more likely to have a poor self-concept. Lewsin incorporated

body image into his theory of adolescent development as commented on by

Muuss (1962):

During adolescence, changes in body structure'
body experiences, and new body sensations and
urges are so drasÈic that even the r^¡e11-known
life space of body image becomes unknown, unre-
liable, and unpredictable. This is understandable;
the body obviously is especially close to and
vital to oners feeling of stability and security.
Doubt about this stability leads to emotional
instability, which may change oners perception
of life and of the stabilíty of the world at
large (p. 89).

Closely related to body irnage is the question of gender identity

and sex ro1e. Mitchell (1975) states:

The degree of security an individual feels in
hÍs sexual identity, and how consÍstent this
identity is wÍth the expectations of family
and peers, cannot help but affect the adolescentrs
overal-l self-concept and feelings of self-esteem
(p. 46) .

The more comfortable the individual feels about his sex role the

better his personal sense of identity. Ilitchell thinks Ehat role expe-

rimentation is a crucial factor toward achieving gender identity and

overall identity. Adolescentsf sampling behavior is not done randomly,

but rather with purpose. The adolescent is particularly concerned about

what oÈhers think about him. David ElkÍnd in SmarË and Smart (1973)

remarks:

It is the belief that others are preoccupied with
his appearance and behavior that constitutes Ëhe
egocentrism of the adolescent (p. 108) .
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Therefore as the adolescent tries out ne'"r behaviors he receives feedback

which allows him to modify his subsequent behavior to vthat his society

considers appropriaEe role behavior. The social, interPersonal inter-

actions affect the adolescentts sense of identity. Ilitche11 relates:

Oners personal identity is formed (almost created)
by the adolescent as he inEeracts with his environ-
ment and introspects within himself (p. 51).

Both the adolescentfs family and his peers are significant others

in the adolescentts life whích have profound influence on the development

of a sense of identity. The adolescent often receives mixed or contra-

dictory messages from his parents. He is Èold that his behavior is

childish and that he should act more like an adult. At the same time

t.he adolescent is denied adult responsibilities and privileges although

he is capable both physically and psychologically. In our LTestern

society there are uncertain role expectations which can lead to role

confusion and in turn to identity confusion. The adolescent wants to

view himself as a separate entity from his parents although sti11 needing

the support of the family. The family still l,7anÈs the adolescent to

be obedÍent, yet independent.'Kandel and Lesser (1969) found that

adolescents generally depend on their parents opinions for important

occupational and educational choices, and on the influence of peers Ín

questions relating to personal style and identÍty. In some ways the

relatively high standard of living in our society has increased the

identity problems of adolescence by maintaining the adolescentrs depen-

dence on his parents into young adulthood. A common example is the

university student who often remains at home' financíaI1y dependent

on his parents, well Past the teenage years.

The fa¡nily can be viewed as both an asset and a liability depending
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upon the relationship whÍch has developed over the adolescentrs develop-

ment. The parents can be very beneficial in helping the adolescent to

lntegrate his previous social roles with his future goals in life. An

important decisÍon that the adolescent must make is in terms of career

which Lidz (1968) refers to as vocational identity. It appears that

knowing what one vrants as a career can have a stabilizing effect on Ehe

adolescentts future identity because the course of action to be followed

is clearer as are the role expectations. The parents need Ëo a1low the

adolescent the independence and autonomy to make Èhis decision while at

the same time providing support and guÍdance.

In addition to the family, peers have a great influence on adolescent

identity formation. The adolescent seeks assurance from his peers who

are also in the stage of change and seeking assurance. In the area of

peers Lidz (1968) comments:

The adolescenÈ society provides standards that
furnish considerable guidance as well as Ëhe
milieu in which the indÍvídual can feel that
he belongs to someËhing while seeking to
renounce his attachmenÈs to his famÍly (p. 323).

hrhile greatly asserting their ov¡n identity and uniqueness adolescents

are of ten vier^red as conf ormísts r¡ithin their ovln group, adopting their

own language, style of dress and social behavior. Partly this may be

due to the fear of being excluded, but also out of the need to feel

that they are accepted and that they belong. Lidz relates that a sense

of identity requires that the individual be recognized by others as an

índividual. Augilera and Messick (1978) explain the importance of the

peer group:

In his struggle for an identíty he turns to his
peers and adopts their rnode of dress, mannerisms,
vocabulary, and code of behavior, often to the
disÈress of adult society. There is a desperate
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need to belong, to feel accepted, loved, and
wanted (p. 141).

Muuss (I962) also wrítes:

The peer group, the clique, and the gang help
Èhe individual in finding his own identity Ín
a social context. The in-group feeling in
adolescent peer groups and gangs is sÈrong and
the ensu.ing clannishness and intolerance of
differences - including petty aspects of
language, gesture, and dress - is explained
by Erikson as the necessary defence against
the damages of self-diffusion ¡¡hich exist during
Èhis period (p. 36).

The peer group is also an enlarging process for the adoLescentrs

identity developmenÈ. The adolescent comes to learn more about himseff

and who he is as he interacts and relates wíth friends which is different

than his relationship with his parents.

Failure to achieve a sense of identity can result in an inability to

form int.ÍmaÈe relationshÍps and feelings of isolation ín adulthood,

according tothe Eriksonian perspective. This can also lead to feelings

of identity diffusion or negative identity. This tyPe of behavior is

characterized by doing something against what the adolescent dislikes'

more to create negative feelings in someone else Èhan to produce positive

feelings for the adolescent. Mitchell (1975) refers to this as the

'tstrÍking-out reaction" based on the assumption Èhat it is better in

the adolescentrs mínd to have a negative identity than no identity at

all. This relates to the individualts need to be recognized as an

individual. Mitchell (1973) refers to psychological allienation:

.feelings of estrangemenÈ or separateness from
tìle self; experÍencíng oneself as a stranger or
unpredictable companion. The individual usually
has litt1e concrete sense of his own personal
identity; his self-concept vacilates tremendously.
Because of a lack of inner cerÈainty he finds
himself strongly influenced by others, often
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seeking out the approval, the direction of others to
fÍll his void. He has trouble taking himself for
granted (p. 47).

This helps to explain the type of adolescent who becomes involved in a

variety of religions, drifts from job to job as an adult' cannot relate

to the opposite sex and shows little interest in life overall. The

sÈruggle for identity appears to be a searching for something outside of

the individual, because he does not possess a sense of who he is.

From this díscussion iÈ can be seen Ëhat numerous authors place a

great emphasis on adolescent identity, ranging from the crisis theories

of Freud and Erikson, to the cognitive theory of Plaget, to the social

theoríes of Mitchell and Lewin. It appears that adolescent identiËy is

affected by a variety of factors including body image, gender identity'

vocational identity, family and peers, role expectations, previous

learning and interpersonal relationships. It includes psychological'

biological and social variables. A sense of identity allows the indivi-

dual to assume the responsÍbi1iÈies of adulthood.

Social Work in the Schools

The role of social work wiÈhin the school system is not clearly

defined, being open Èo various interpretations. Some authors are of

the opÍnion that the school should be vÍewed as a treatment resource

while other authors view it as a treatment settÍng. Still others

see the school- as a sub-system of the total communj-ty. The social

workerrs role has been thought of as diagnostition, consultant, reme-

diator, preventor, or some combination of these roles. Social workers

are either a part of the school, a resource to the school or a seParate

entity depending on the philosophy advocated by the various writers

in the literature. The following discussion will highlight the various
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roles of the social vrorker v¡ith the schools and

which developed from Ëhese role definitions.

Authors, such as Wadsworth (1970), are of

socÍa1 work follows Èoo cfosely to the medical

on diagnosis without treatment. He states:

the types of programs

the opinion that school

rnodel, focusing strictly

The procedure has included referral of a child by
the teacher, various diagnostic studies (and thus
identification of problems) and referral back to
the teacher or to an outside resource. Social
workers have had little time for actual treatment
(p. 60).

l^JadsworËh thinks that the central goal for school social workers is

Èhe remediation of problems in children. He refers to a 1968 Program

in an Illinois school divísion which utilized social workers in a

treatment roIe. The sociaf workers employed a behavior modÍfication

process Ín r"¡haE was Èermed a preventive-corrective program to identify

small behavior problems in children before they developed into more

serious problems. The program not only decreased the maladaptive

behaviors in the students, but also enhanced the relationship between

the teachers and the social workers because the teachers \^Iere able to

see positive results from the social work intervention. This is some-

what indicative of the school personnelts vier¿ of social r¿orkers in

the educaÈÍon system. They are skeptical of the benefits of social

work interventions often because they are unable to see concrete changes

in the sÈudents. It appears that professional roles has also created

a barrier resulting in the school personnel seeing the school as their

area of expertise and resenting social work inËrusion. The school

social r¿orker must often overcome the resistance of the teachers before

he can accomplish any changes within the school.

From a different perspective Gitterman (1976) argues that professionals
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have had a tendency to assume that it is the children who must change

as oPposed to coinclding changes within the system as we11. He postillates

that this type of perspective could serve to label and stigmatize the

children being served because they are seen as ttproblem studentstt.

However, Moynihan (1978) argues that the effects of the school socÍal

worker can be positive in that the students who are receivÍng treatment

view themselves as ttspecialtt. This serves to íncrease seff-esteem and

self-concept.

GÍtterman (L916) envisions two central roles for socÍa1 workers in

Èhe school system, which are similar to the social work role advocated

by Schwartz:

1. helping parenÈs to become more involved with
the educational sysËem, simultaneously influencÍng
school representatives to be responsive to parentsf
interests and concerns; and
2. helping children to use the school and Íts
representatÍves, simultaneously ínfluencing school
representatives to be responsíve to childrenrs
individual-ized needs (p. 115).

In sunrnary, Gitterman staÈes:

Social workers can be most useful Íf they
mediate the transactíons between the various
groups of people Èhat are, in fact, an
i-ntegral part of the school system (p. 118).

Moynihan (I976) views the school as a treatment setting where the

referral- does not always come from the school, but the school can serve

as a setting to create changes. She fÍrstly assumes that the social

worker is in a "guest" position and the social vrorker must develop his

credibility through co-operation because he does not possess any autho-

rity within the school system. Secondly, Ëhe school is often relieved

by the social workerrs involvement because the school does not feel

Èotally responsible for the child. The social vrorker can influence
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changes between the child and the school by allowing the school to see

the child in a different perspective and for the student to see his

teachers differently. In many ways the social worker effects these

changes by modeling for both teachers and students. However this

approach is sti11 problem oriented with the child seen as the problem.

The social worker actually plays a very low-key role and does not really

become a part of the school system. Philips (1978) also considers Ít

important that the social worker comes from outside of the school

sys tem :

The specialist is a ¡nediator and advocate for the
chÍldren, and consultant to teachers and guidance
personnel. It is important that the specialist
come from outside the public educational system,
and thus be able to serve as a bridge between the
informal and formal systems (p. 87).

The idea that the specialist is outside the system is based on his

belief that school problems result from a variety of factors íncluding

the studentrs personality and abí1ity, his family relationships, and

Èhe educational and social environments. The role of the social worker

includes working in the classrooms with various target populations,

but is more focused in helping the school to become a conmuniÈy resource

through programs after school, during school and in the evenings for

parenËs, children and other conrnunity members. The programs should be

recreational and social, as well as educational. In this way beÍng

outside of the system increases the social workerrs ability to respond

to various components of the community. Other authors tend to see the

need for the worker to become more directly involved in the school system.

Costin (1975) relates that traditional school social work goals

are to help the student adjust to the school system and to use the

learning opportuniËies offered by the school more effectively. The
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focus is on the individual student in basÍc casework approaches to

intervention. She argues that the social work intervention is changing

toward a focus on the situation rather than on student personalíty

problems. Costin (1975) elaborates this víew:

In a model based on school-community-Pupi1 relations
the center of interest and attention is on (1) defi-
ciencies in the school and the community and (2) the
interacEion between specific characteristics of the
system and characteristics of grouPs of pupíls at
points of stress in the pupil life cycle (p' 135)'

Costints perspective draws upon social learning theory and sysÈems

theory in examining the roles of school social workers. Intervention

requires an understanding of the needs of the students in terms of their

developmental stages and the resulting stresses which occur. This must

be integrated rvith the PurPose of the school system and Èhe expectations

of the communíty as a whole.

Costin favors an inËerdÍsciplinary approach to meet the student/

school/cormnunity needs. Important in this view is that the tearn members

are flexible in determining professional roles. Team members should be

assigned specific tasks based upon their exPertise and ability in certain

areas without regard for traditional professional bound"t"=' The team

must have competence in all areas of social \^Iork' buË each individual

team member need not be an expert in all areas. This v¡ould seem to

provide a comprehensive delivery system for the schools and the students

while at Èhe same time allowing the workers to intervene in the areas

where theY are most comforËab1e.

In an earlier article Costin (1969) views Èhe schools as a "life

seËtingil where the goal is learning and the develoPment of competence'

In this sense:
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School social services then become preventive
services as they help to make school a place
in which more children and youÈh can 1earn,
an environment for acquiring the skilIs for
todayrs job market, for progression ínto
higher education, and for developing an image
of oners self as a person who is capable, who

can learn and succeed. Effects such as these
are truly preventive of future problerns (p' 281)'

Euster (Ig72) connents on Èwo early social work programs in the

school sysrem by Simon (1951) and by Vinter and Sarri (1964). They

both utilízeð, a group approach \^tith the goal being to resolve malpre-

formance problems and secondlv to improve interPersonal relationships.

Euster advocates these tv¡o Programs as indicative of the vJorkerrs role

because they both attempt a systematic approach to intervenEion. Like

other authors, Euster presents the social work role as similar to

Schwartzrs mediating model:

In a sense, the school social worker must
become the advocate for students in trouble

.Mediation' negotiation, and consultation
become basic school social work tasks (p. 65-66) '

lle considers student problerns Ëo be a result of the interaction between

the student and the school system which means the social r¿orker cannot

limít his role to simply treating the student. This persPective appears

to be compatible with the role of school social workers advocated by

Cos tin.

The school social worker is often seen as anttoutsidet'persont

on Èhe periphery of the school system and not an actual parf of the

school personnel. Euster would expand the workerfs role' particularly

within the area of group r,rork. He advocates a higher profile for the

sociaf worker which must be actively sought after.

He contÍnues to carry many traditionally assigned
funcÈions, but strengthens his connections to the
school by negotiating for additional responsibilÍty
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to creater promote, and sustain various group
activitÍes that help solve indívidual and collective
problems within the typical school and community (P. 67) '

The social workerfs role would be Èreatment, but also preventive,

utilizing the communityrs resources to enhance the studentsf social

functÍoning. Euster also sees the social worker becoming involved in

the classroom, working as a team l,Jith the teacher; working for the

student government system aS an advocate; andr \.rorking with parentsl

groups to facilitate their involvement in the school. The worker would

become an integral part of the school system instead of an outside

person brought in Èo solve some types of student problems. An important

point in this conceptualization is that Euster stresses the need for

social 1üorkers to expand their role by seeking additional responsibilities.

This seems to suggest the need for the social r¡orker or agency to con-

tract rvith the school sysÈem to establish which types of services the

social worker will provide.

tr{ebster (J974) considers it to be of cenÈral imPortance that the

social r,rorker intervene in the problems idenÈified by the school' not

necessarily what the social worker considers relevant. In turn ít can

lead to a further expansion of the social work role. Webster uses an

example to describe such a Process. A school requested social work

intervention for a group of students who were behavior problems in the

school. It vras negotiated between school and worker that the interven-

tion would take the form of a group program. The students involved in

the group program came to see the group as a problem-solving resource

for themselves. As they were better able to understand themselves they

r¡rere more positive in the school and their scholastic vlork also improved.

As Èhe faculty noticed the positive changes in the students their initíal
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skeptisism turned to interest. The result was that some of the teachers,

with Èhe assÍstance of the socÍal worker, started theÍr own groups as

part of the regular school program. It appears to indicate a redefiniìrg

of the students so that they were noË seen as behavior problems r¡hich

allowed the group to beocme a resource for the students instead of a

treatment group. It also demonstrates an indirect means for changing

school personnelfs attitudes by providing a concrete means for them to

become involved in the process. It allowed the social worker to expand

the services he was providing at Èhe request of Èhe school. A sirnilar

type of group program for students was used to involve parents in the

school system in addition Lo sËudents and teachers.

A two year project in Oklahoma described by Powell (1973) placed

school socÍa1 workers in the role of t'co-ordinators of Servicestt aS

opposed to counselors. The role of the social workers in the schools

r,¡as twofold: (1) to act as consultants for school personnel, accepting

referrals to outside resources and (2) to helP community resources

develop ne\¡r programs to deal with problems for which no services

existed. The social r,¡orker did not provide treatment to studenls,

but utilized the existing community agencies to provide the required

services. This can also be viewed as a mediaÈing function between the

school and the communíty.

A different role for social work services in the schools is

described by Fox (7974). The social r¿orkerts role \"Ias to train teachers

to deliver helping services. It was based on the foJ-lowing:

Non social workers wiÈh the assístance of trained
personnel can gain interpersonal skills necessary
to effect constructive change and render effective
servíce (p. 387).
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In colaboration with the school faculty the following goals were

developed for the Program:

1) to help educate the child as a who1e, to Promote
spiritual, physical and mental well-being through
Íncreased awareness of the dynamics of behavíor;
2) to enable teachers to recognize and íntervene
in problem areas; 3) to convey basic interviewing
techniques for evaluation of problematic situaÈions
and to develop skills in alleviating them; 4) to
provide continued supPort, consultation and assis-
tance in goal-setting so that teachers could learn
basic counselling methods via practical experience;
5) to help develop skills in working with families
in situations demanding attention (P. 388).

To accomplish these goals Ehe social worker took a t\,Io-pronged approach.

The first part \.ras a weekly seminar with the teachers on various content

areas as they related to the stated goals (ie., interviewing, family

environment, cultural differences) and the second thrust was exPerimential,

focusing on acËual "doing" with the teachers what was learned in the

seminars. The role of the social worker then was 1) to transmit his

knowledge and

and backup to

not have Lhe

the students.

skills to the teachers and

the Ëeachers. It could be

ttprofessíonaltt training to

Such an attitude reflects

2) to provide ongoíng suPport

argued that the teachers did

become involved in v¡orking with

the narrow professional outlook

which social workers often criticize teachers.

Actually this approach allowed the social workers to expand their

role and utilize scarce resources effectively. The program ülas termed

a success, both for the sËudents and the school. The teachers were

better able to understand and deal with the students and the number of

referrals Èo ouÈside agencies ldas decreased. An additional benefit v/as

the increased cohesion among the teachers who participated in the Program

and the teacherst group became a suPport in itself. This suggests that

a potential role for social workers is to develop existing resources

hriËhin the school system.
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Hallowitz and Van Dyke (1973) do not think that it is required for

a school to possess a school social \rorker for the school to become a

part of the treatment program. A CanadÍan demonstration project by an

outside agency utilized a group approach in a school to enhance adjustrnent

inÈo junior high school. The inÈervention was preventive and short-term,

based on NorÈhernrs model of group treatment. Buckley (I974) comments:

Successful change from eLementary to junior high
school would call for a need to reduce anxieËies,
develop new skills for coping with the environment,
accept the reality of their new sítuation, and
develop a positive view of themselves as well as
their friends and families. The peer group became
the testing ground for understanding and contending
r¡ith their problems (p. 208).

The girls who were involved in the groups were better able to

handle the adjusËment ttran a similar control group. The social work

role was t.reatment oriented, focusing on the girlst interactions within

the group. Although the school v¡as the treatment setting, Ít did not

include the school faculty in the program as it was felt that they were

not required. The project demonstrated that the schoolrs co-operation

was essential, but that the school does not always have a role in the

actual intervention.

The school social vrorker cannot fulfi11 all of the aforementioned

ro1es, but must be selective in provision of services. The lack of

manpo\rer and financial resources limits what services the social worker

can provide Èo the school. In Canada and the U.S. some of the current

and previous funds for the programs come through grants for pilot or

demonstration projects. They quÍte often do not find a permanent place

in the schoolts budget once the grant is fínished. As a resulÈ many

good programs are discarded. In this sense school social workers are

employed on a te$porary or contract basis instead of as fulltime personnel.
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The various types of programs and perspectives of intervention

outlined a1l provide needed services and are in line with social work

goals and objectives. The United StaLes appears to be moving toward

a more comprehensive and expanded role for school social workers, but

there are not many school social workers in Canada. A major study

compiled by Curtis (1978) revealed that only Ewo rnajor centres in

Canada (ToronÈo and l^linnipeg) employ a large number of school socÍal

workers. He found that t.here lrere less than three hundred school socÍal-

workers throughout Canada.

Costin (1968) identified 107 tasks for school social l"Torkers.

Curtis (1978) reduced thÍs number to 75 and Meares (1977) lísted 84

tasks. Curtist research demonstrated that many of these defÍned social

work tasks \,Jere being handled by non-social work personnel such as

guidance counselors, psychologists, school nurses and attendance

officers. In addÍtion many government agencies outside of the school

handled some of the Ëasks. The reason most ofËen given for not employing

social workers was lack of funds. School personnel also vüanÈed or

required that the school social r,.Torkers have teaching experience which

severely limits the number of potential social workers.

Through the recognition of the increased roles that social- workers

can provide to the school system, the social workers have enlarged their

íntervention from assessment and remediation tor¡ard a more holistic

approaeh. Meares envisions the social work role as follows:

School social \"rorkers could be considered key Persons
in facilitating the philosophy of humane education.
This concern for the índividual chÍld and groups of
chÍldren and the childrents total environrnent, as well
as their understanding of social, cultural, and
communíty influences may be considered part of the
process in humanizing todayts public schools (p. 196).
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This definition aPPears to represent the role of the school social

worker most aPpropriately as it a11ows for remedial' assessnent'

preventive, lÍason, consultanE and social change roles as all being

part of the social workerrs milieu.

Social Work WÍth GrouPs

tlithin the last two decades the usage of sma1l groups has increased

significantly, both ín the number of groups and the types of group'

Diedrich (1g72) postulates that this increase is a reflection of our

current lifestYle:

Two major factors seem to be acceferating Èhe

use of sma1l face-to-face grouP experience as

learning vehicles; (a) the fast-changÍng'
large cãmp1ex, and impersonal society in which
we live, and (b) the increasing amount of
organizational work-1ife thaË takes place in
smal1 face-to-face grouPs (p' 39) '

social work with groups maintains the same values and ethics pre-

scribed to by the social work profession as a whole, and is guided by

the same prineiples as other forms of social work intervention. The

group is a means of intervention and not an end in itself' The benefÍts

are to the individual grouP members and not to the abstract being -

ttthe grouptt .

The author chose to utÍlize the defíniËion of group developed

by Bernard Davies (1975):

A gaÈhering of rhree or more individual human

beíngs; who may, but who may noË, exPect to go

on meeting pennanently; in which direct person-
to-person exchanges (verbal or non-verbal)
between each individual are to least possible;
and in l¡hich there exists, or is possible'
between any among these individuals some conmon

interesÈs and/or purPoses' some sense of identity
and some mutual accePtance of interdependence
(p. 22).
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This is very similar to the characteristics of a group outlined

by Glanz (1967):

1. The members must be ín face to face contact
with one another,
2. It must be possible for them to have a high
degree of interaction,
3. They must have some cornmon goal for which
they are willing to expend certain energies to
reach (p. 6).

Both definitions are useful, buË only Daviesr definition includes

the added dimensions of a time perspective and of group size. The need

for interchange between the group members tends to limit the upper extreme

of group size, which most authors agree should be less than r$¡enty

members. The time perspective recognizes the possibÍlity and probability

of groups possessing a fÍnite duration. It also takes into account the

fact that the frequency and length of group meetings vary considerably.

This allows for the inclusions of weekend marathon groups, activity grups

such as Boy Scouts, and weekly therapy groups.

Shulman (f979) vÍews the group as a microsociety which has the

potential to be a mutual aid system. Group members can be assisted in

a variety of ways: simple sharing of information, debate of ideas,

empathy and support, confrontation by peers, discussion of taboo areas,

experimentation of new behaviors, individual problem solving, mutual

concerns, greater strength for action and change. It can be seen that

work with groups has advantages which the usual one-Èo-one relationship

does not provide. Davis (1973) has categorized these advantages: the

norrnality of group experience; changing percepÈions and self-percepËions;

a reduced sense of isolation; and, rehearsing new ways of behaving.

The normalíty of group experience refers to the fact that everyone

is involved in different types of group situations throughout their 1ives,

from family and friends Èo school and work groups. It is perhaps more
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As Feldnan and Wodarski (1975)

In conËrast with the usual one-to-one therapeutic
situation, any treatment grouP comPosed of more
than two Persons is likely to Present a broad
variety of social stimuli, behavioral patterns
and reinforcement mechanisms. To the extent that
these represent the rreal worldt ot, more speci-
fically, Lhe clientrs typíca1 social environment

.each client is likely to be confronted with
a wide array of social problems' peer relation-
ships, and task responsibilities that inevitably
are lacking in the typical one-to-one therapeutíc
encounter (P. 7).

Groups are by nature experienÈial, a microcosrn of life ínvolving

different individual personalities and relationshÍps and are, therefore,

more likely to reflect the way people interact ín their everyday 1ives.

The individual's means of coping and relating to others in his environment

are exposed along with his strengths and weaknesses.

The second advantage of groups is that they can change the indivídual

group memberts perceptions of himself and of others. The individualrs

sense of identity can be strengÈhened by receivÍng feedback and observing

how he interacts with the other group members. The individual r,ray be

able to roodify his behaviors through the grouP experÍence. At the same

time the group members are able to preceive their own uniqueness.

feelings of isolaËion. TheA group can serve to reduce indivídual

menbers may realize that their feelings and reactions are shared which

can serve to reduce stress because they know ÈhaË they are not alone in

vrhat they are feeling. The client may feel more at ease and more oDen

since the focus is not one-to-one, but rather to the grouP as a whole.

In the same context the group rnembers rnal' feel less threatened by the

social worker because the social worker has less Po$¡er and the members

more.
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The group approach increases the potential resources available to

the group member because the individual can utilize the other group

mernbers. At times Ëhe learning or help provided by another group mernber

will be more readíly accepted than if iË comes from Ehe social worker.

The sharing process can become reciprocal in that the indivldual rvho

is able to help another group member feels that he is making a !/orth-

while contribuÈion. This serves to increase his or¡n sense of icientity

and self-worth.

The fourth najor advantage of working with groups is Ehat they can

provide a safe and secure environment for rehearsÍng new behaviors.

Although groups can produce conforrning behavior, they do allow for, and

encourage experimentation. If there is a feeling of trust and cohesive-

ness, group members are more likely to test out different ways of

interacÈing. Group feedback can enhance the individualts decision makÍng

process on appropriate and acceptable behavior both within and outside

of the group.

Douglas (1976) has developed a set of basic assumptions upon v¡hich

group work practice is founded. Douglas states:

1. that group experience is universal and an

, essential Part of human existence,
2. that grouPs can be used to effecr changes
in the attitudes and behaviors of individuals'
3. that groups provide experiences which can
be monitored or selected in some way for beneficial
ends,
4. thaÈ groups offer experience shared with
others so that all can come to have someÈhing
in common with the sense of belongÍng and of
growing together '5. that groups produce change l¡hich is rnore
permanent than can be achieved by other methods
and change which is obtained more quíckly also,
6. that groups assist in the removal or dÍminua-
tion of difficulties created by previous exposure
to the process of learning'
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7. that groups as instruments of helpíng others
may be economical in the use of scarce resourcest
eg., skilled workers, time, etc"
8. that a group can examine its own behavior
and in so doing learn about the general paÈterns

of grouP behavior (P' 28) '

of central importance in this set of assumptÍons Ís that Douglas

aPpearstomakeasweepingstatementinnumbert:..,"toSuggestthaE

groups are the most effective means of intervention. It would seem more

appropriate to state that groups have the potentíal to be effective'

dependent upon numerous variables ranging from the grouP goals, members'

model of intervention, leadership and motivation to mentíon just a few'

Klein (1972) effectively summarizes his thinking in this area:

I have little patience with authors who claím
that theirs ís the only way to achieve positive
resulÈs, and t have less tolerance for dogma'

There is no one vlay to \'lork with people' Group-

work is useful because it offers the groupworker

and the grouP members many options and allows
both or either to innovate and create means thaE

are aPPropriate and effective in the unique

situationà at hand' This is íts appeaf its
strength, and its promise (p' XIII) '

Although not unique to social work with grouPs' most authors ín

analyzing a group divide the group experience into a number of sÈages

orphasesofdevelopmenÈrangingfromfourtotenphases.Tuckman(1972)

concePt,ualizes f our stages as does Gazda (1973) and I'faier (1965) '

Garland, Jones and Kolodny (1965) state fÍve stages, Trecker (1955)

six stages and sarri and Galinsky (1967) use seven stages to describe

groupdevelopmenÈ.Davis(1975)doesnotthínkthatanytheoryofgroup

stages can accurately account for all of the grouP experÍences' However'

wirhin rhe limÍÈations of any model, Gifford (1970), in a working paPer'

has conceptualized four stages of group development which appears to

contain the essence of group developrnent'

The first phase is referred Èo as the Preaffiliation and orientation
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phase. It includes the activities which precede the first grouP meeting

and has also been considered the planning phase. The maÍn purpose of

this phase is for the group $/orker and the potential group member Ëo

reach a mutual understanding of the pending group experience. The first

phase ends with the group memberrs decisíon to tentatively participate

ín the group.

The second stage is the FormaËive phase which begins with Ehe first

group meeting. The formative phase can also occur after a break in the

group meeÈings or with the introduction of a nev/ social worker. This

phase is marked by a high degree of testing behavior and checkÍng-out

of expectaÈions. During this stage the grouP members are sti1l in the

process of determining if the group can meet their needs and they have

no real commitment to the group. The end of the second phase is seen as

happening when the group members develop some cohesion toward working

on the group goals and develop a sense of t'our grouPrr. Turner-Zeglinski

(1970) in her five stages of group development divides the second phase

ínto parts; the formative and the intermediate phase. In the intermediate

phase, group norms and values become clearer and the group has a moderate

level of cohesion. Leaders begin to arise and sub-groups are forming.

There is a general commitmenË from group members to the grouP goals.

Gifford refers to the third stage as the EstablÍshed phase. He

describes the established Phase:

.encompassing as it does the extended period
during which the group members have no basíc doubts,
or at least the majority of them have no doubts,
about their commitment to the group and during
which it functÍons continuously, but vrithin which
there may be tups and dornmsr, periods of rapid move-
menÈ tov¡ards goals and other periods of temporary
frustration, a static traditionalísm in the func-
tioning of the group or an overall progression which
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may nevertheless be narked by t two steps forward
and one step backwardr, as a pattern of develop-
ment (p. 6) .

The established phase may be marked by significant event or may only

be preceived retrospectively. Typically the workerrs role becomes less

active as the group members are able to assume more responsibility for

group functioning.

The final stage is

variety of reasons such

Terminatíon phase. Groups can end for a

the achievement of the grouprs goa1s, the

the

AS

end of a set Èime period, lack of interesË, withdrawal of funding or

Èhe ineffectiveness of the group. As Zeglinski points out, the termina-

tion phase may follo¡,¡ any of the preceding stages. The group members

may experience feelings of loss and be unwilling to end the group. The

group workerrs role is to help the group deal r,¡ith its feelings toward

termination, to review with the group the experience and to help them

evaluate the experience.

In addition Èo group stages, there are other component.s by which to

understand group functioning. GIanz (I967) considers three basic

concepÈs to understanding group procedures. The first is interactÍon

which refers to how the group members relate while in the group. He

also eonsiders group sÍze to be important because when the group is

too small there may not be sufficient input to maintain the group and

when the group is too large communication becomes difficult. He sees

Èhree functions in examining groups: 1) those that attempË to accomplish

a task, 2) those that atÈempt to develop or change the participanÈs, and

3) those that provide structured learning situations.

Group norms develop from a conmon set of values within the group.

They serve to set the parameters for r.rhich behavior is acceptable to
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the group and which behavior will not be tolerated

serve as the principal means of control.

The group norms

The group goals or purpose will influence the make-up of the group.

There may be personal goals for the members in addition to the stated

group goaIs.

Power and authority are elements which determine the effectiveness

of the group. AIt members will have varying amounts of power and

ínfluence in the group which can effect group productivity. The style

of leadership, r¿hether democratic or autocratic r¿il1 influence the degree

of participatÍon and involvement the group members exhibit. Related to

this is the area of group cohesion. Group members will feel varyÍng

degrees of commitment to the general group and its members. In this

sense their ammendability to grouP influence will also vary. This is

also affected by how well the group members like each other.

The status and prestige the group members feel they have within

Èhe group along with their roles within the group maintaÍn the group

functioning. Awareness of the sub-groups within the group becomes

important with some members feeling more apart of the group than oËhers.

Finally the groupts perception of itself in relation to the larger

community wÍlI influence how the group feels about ítse1f.

A major difficulty within the group work field of practice concerns

the seeming inability to readily conceptualize the numerous group

typologies in a sirnple format, especíally with the rapid increase in

group usage in recent years. Definitions and labels are often used

interchangablely and often inappropriately. There appears to have been

a blurring of terms while aÈ Èhe same time an increase in grouP theories

and models, which has served Èo create some confusion. This is particu-
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1arly evident wíth "developmental" type groups whÍch have been referred

to as laboratory, experiential, encounter, growth, marathon, T-group

and sensitivity groups.

The literature suggests that groups tend to be deliniated in terms

of their goal or purpose (ie., growth, therapy, socÍa1izaÈion) while

other are defined on the basis of the theoretical concepts of interven-

tion (ie., client-centered, reality therapy, mediating). Sti11 others

are defined ín relation to whaÈ they do (ie., discussion, activíty,

encounter) and others are defined in terms of the leaderts role (Íe.,

therapÍsÈ, advocate, group member). The following review indicates the

wide variability of group classificatj-ons.

Papell and Rothman (1966), identify three models of groupwork:

1) the social goals model with the focus on social
responsibility, creating social change with the
emphasÍs on democraÈic group process;
2) the remedial model with the focus on rectifying
social dysfunctioning by changing individual behavior;
3) the recíprocal model with the focus on the grouP
as a mutual aÍd sysÈem for meeting individual needs.

The social goals model is seen as the oldest of the three models and

along v¡ith the remedj,al model has utilized knowledge from various disci-

plines and is not associated hrith a single contributor. The recíprocal

nodel is usually associated with William Schwartzrs development of the

medíating model which has come to be utilized fairly extensively in the

social work profession. However Wittaker (1970) sti1l does not think

Èhat these models are adequate. As a result he has attempted to inte-

grate Èhe three models with the five stages of group development produced

by Garland, Jones, and Kolodny.

Feldman and l^lodarski (1975) also classify group work into three major

areas. The first component they refer to as tradiÈional social group ruork
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which derives its theoretical base from the disciplÍne of sociology

and social psychology. It is highly directive in the manner of Glasser

and vinter. Groups which utilize experiential psychology, social

learning theory, and behavior modification are referred to as group level

behavior modification by Feldman and Wodarski. The final category is

thegroup-centeredapproachwhÍchtheyrefertoaSnon-directive.ItiS

based upon the work of Hobbs and Gordon who followed Rogers I client-

centered theraPY.

A more basic grouping was developed by Klein (1972) who simply

referredtogroupsastreatment'prevenËiveanddevelopmental.Inhis

view treatmenE groups main purpose is to help the individual to develop

a real self and is particularly useful in psychoEherapy. Developmental

groupsfocusonincreasingpersonalgrowthandnormaldevelopmentin

additÍon to sociar compeÈence. Tn between these Èlto grouPs Klein places

preventive groups which could be seen as treatment or developmental

depending upon the goals to be achieved. The intent ís to increase social

adaptability wheÈher on a primary or secondary level of prevention'

Feldman and Wodarski (1975) connent:

Yet, to date, investigaËors have reached no

consensus regarding' ' 'a model ort even

regarding its basic Parameters ' To the
contrary, a number of models for grouP

development can be set forth (p' 171) '

This suggesÈs that while the presenË theoretical frameworks have their

limit.ations, they are usable when viewed as working hypotheses and not

definitive theories. It appears to be much too easy to get caught in

thetrapofsemantics,particularlysincesocialr¿orkwithgroupsis

influencedbymanyrelaÈeddisciplines'GLanz(1967)staÈes:
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Rather than emphasizing certain rigid techniques
as necessary for good group counselling, the
trend seems Èo be to emphasize certain basic
understandings on the part of the counsellor
or Ëherapist (p. 232).

An important concern as Èo which method of group work to use needs

to Èake into account a number of variables. Factors such as group compo-

sition, the group environment, the larger social environment, the group

worker's skí11s and preferences, group purpose and group development as

outlined previously all infuence the method of intervention. From this

perspectíve the author has attempted to illustrate the basics of social

work with groups and will focus on a specific means of group intervention

in the next section.

Experientíal Learning

Given the limitations of any one model- or theory, the author will

review the experíential learning modeL as a basis for social work with

groups. ExperienÈia1 learning can be categorized under the broad

umbrella of developrnental groups. Klein (I972) conments on the nature

of developmental groups:

This kind of group can provide experíences which
facilitate progression through normal developmental
stages and extend the capacíty for social relation-
ships. Herein, the group experíences help
participants to develop socÍaI competence, express
latent potentialÍties, and provide enrichment (p. 42).

I^Iithin the developmental framework has evolved the Human Potential-

Movement r¿hich focuses on human relaÈions training. This movement began

in the early sixties and claims individuals such as Otto, Rogers, Satir,

Maslow, Gibb and Schwartz as contributors to its origÍn. Human relations

training is exprientíal, based upon planned and structured series of

exercises or acÈivities. An underlying assumption is that skills in
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participation can best be learned by participation. As a resulÈ, parti-

cular stress is placed in learning abouE the process of working in groups

while a part of the grouP. This type of experiential learning has been

referred to as humanistic education where the goal is to maxÍmize indivi-

dual potential. Bradford, Gibb and Berne (1964) state seven basÍc

obj ec t ives :

1. Increased awareness of and sensiËivity to
emotÍonal reactions and expressions in himself
and others;
2. A greater ability to preceíve and learn
from Èhe consequences of his actions through
attention to feelíngs, his own and others;
3. .The clarification and development of
Personal values and goals consonant r¿ith a

democratic and scientific approach to problems
of social and personal decision and acÈion;
4. The development of theoretical insights
which will serve as tools in the linking of
personal values with the requirements of the
si tuation;
5. The develoPment of skills to support better
integraËive actions;
6. The development of techniques for the
transfer of training from the laboratory to
other situaÈions;
7. The ability to help each learner become

an analyst of his own Process of learning (P' 117) '

This approach is somewhat of a shift in Priorities from the tradi-

tional social work orientation which \tas patÈerned after the medical

model. T'he focus is not on the remediation or treatment of problems,

but rather an emphasis on Èhe development of every individualrs growth

and integration. Carkhuff and Berenson (1976) in their book Teaching as

TreatmenÈ, claim that traditional modes of counseling do not work and

that the need Ís for skills training for individuals as opposed to therapy.

This type of view Ís compatible both for experientÍal learning and socía1

work with groups. T\^ro of the goals of social work with grouPs developed

by Davies (1975) relate to a developmental approach:
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1. achieving a sense of identity v¡íth others'
and
2. changing grouP memberrs self-image'
aEtitudes, and behaviors outside of the grouP
situation (P. a6).

These are similar to the four goals developed by Campbel| (I972) for

experiential learning grouPs:

f. increased self-insight or self-awareness
concerning oners behavior;
2. increased sensitivity to the behavior of
others;
3. increased avtareness and understanding of
the type of processes that facilitate or
inhibit grouP functíoning and/or the inter-
action between different groups; and,
4. increased behavioral ski11s in inter-
personal and intergroup situations (p. 72).

The experiential learning model has been equated \";ith the principals

of laboratory training as reflected in the writings of Eddy and Lubin

(I972) z

.it ís used to refer to an educaÈional
method that emphasizes experience-based
learning activities. ParticipanÈs are
included ín a variety of experiences'
usually including sma1l group interaction'
and their behavior provides data for learníng'
Thus laboratory training involves learning
by doing. The subject matter of such programs
deals with some aspect of human interaction'
and Ëhe goal is to be more ai.Tare of and
responsive to what ís going on (p. 39).

Kurt Lewin had a great impact on the development. of the experiential

learning model, Particularly in the area of groups. His work in the

l930ts and 1940ts led to the recognition that learning ulas more effective

when the learners qrere actively participating in the learning Process.

They were able to share their experiences with others which also

increased the effectiveness of the learning. Davis and llarks (1975)

compare the experiential model Èo the didactic approach:
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personal theory to be
tesÈed in new sÍtuations

The experiential model is to the didactic
model as participating in a heated discussion
is to listening to a lecture. Involvement
and responsibility in an experiential model
are centered in learner participation and
active involvement. However, in the didactic
model the focus is primarily on the teacher,
while the learnerts responsibility is to take
notes, J-i.sten, think, memorize, or duplicate
on examination the content of the course (p. 161).

The experiential learning model could be thought of as a cylical,

four stage process as developed by Johnson and Johnson (1975):

I

concrete, personal
experiences

2

observation, reflection
examination

Þ.

¿

formulation of abstract
concepts, rules and principles

In the experiential model the experiences are sÈructured which

allows the individual group member the opportunity to examine his own

reactions and feelings. It does not assume to tel1 you r^rhat you should

think or fee1, but instead places the emphasis on the awareness of what

happened in the learníng experience. From Ëhis stage concepÈs,

theories, or abstracÈions are developed in relation Ëo the experience

itself and the feelings and ideas that were generated. The key in

experiential learning is the ÍntegratÍon of the individualfs response
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r.¡ith theory. The indivídual is then able to decide what is appropriate

for himself as an indivÍdual which affords the opportuníty to change

or modify his behavior. From this stage the cycle repeats itself with

continuous reffection, modifícation and conceptualization.

The experiential learning model, then, focuses on both process

and content. Content ís that which ís said and done in the group.

KleÍn (1972) refers to this as the external level of group operations

based on behavior, task and corrnunication. In the experiential model

the content provides the basis for the processes to be examined. As

such the group utilizes a variety of instructíonal media to enhance

avrareness of group processes including role playing, movies, films,

music, speakers, audÍo/visual equipment, etc. Process refers to the

relationships between the group members and the patterns of interactions.

Klein calls this the internal leve1 of group functioning. He further

divides this into Èhree areas:

1. affective relations - which means that some
people are attracted more or less to others and
can enjoy them or work better with them;
2. communication networks - who talks to whom,
about what, and in what manner;
3. relationship networks - centered around such
concepts as por,rer, status, position, ro1e, and
the like (p. 55).

It is also based on the concept that, under normal circumstances,

nothing is more important or relevant to us Èhan ourselves. This permits

group members to make the experience meaningful for themselves. An

individual learns best when he is personally involved in the learnÍng

experience. Marks and Davis (1975) state:

.experiential learning legitÍmizes a forum
for acquiring self-knowledge because, regardless
of the issue under consideration, the partici-
pants have the mandate to see, to hear about,
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and to examine their ovln uniqueness in action.
Thus experiential learnÍng - in combining a

personal reference point, cognitive and effec-
tive involvement and feedback, and theoreÈical
and conceptual material - results ín a rnore
complete learning model (p. 162).

Evaluation in an experiential model is usually more immediate

and ongoing than in other types of groups. The use of feedback allows

the group members and the group leader to know how they are doing and

where they stand in relation to the resf of the group. Although reactions

may be positive or negative, the discussion does not center on right or

wrong.

The experiential group does not usually have the íntensity of a

therapy group, although at times it can. This is dependent upon the

amount of effort and motivation that the grouP leader and group members

are prepared to expend. The group meeÈings can be intensive or super-

ficial and within the group the individualts own ínput is free to vary

widely. The degree to v¿hich an individual participates in the group is

a personal choice although members are encouraged to examine Èheir own

behavior in the group. This can be an advantage or a liability to the

group in terms of creatíng changes in the grouP members, but sínce

increased a!¡areness ís a central goal of experÍential grouPs the indivi-

dual rnay benefit from reflecting on why he does or does not participate.

Thus the often stated problem by social workers of "lack of partÍcipant

motivation" does not become a factor. Each participant is recognized

as being able to contribute at the leve1 he is comfortable r¡ith.

The fact that experiential learning is not t'problem" oriented and

the members are not seen as needing treatment increases the applicability

of the model to a r.¡Íde variety of groups and individuals. The emphasis

is on increasing personal growth whích can be utilized r¿ith almost every

type of indivídual.
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The responsibility is placed on the individual group members for

the initial involvement in the group. For this reason ít is extremely

important that participation is voluntary. Secondly the group leader

has an important role to ptay in helping the group to obtain the maximum

benefits from the experience.

The experiential model views the group leader as a facilitator who

enables the menbers to find ways of uÈilizing their learning experiences.

His role is to create an atmosPhere of understanding and accePtance.

The worker must achieve a balance befween his participation as a group

member and as a group leader. Gazda (1973) reflects the rrature of this

balance:

The naËure of the interaction must be controlled
by the helper. He is the expert on the conditÍons
necessary for change to occur; therefore he must
control his own behavior and creaËe an aÈmosphere
of security and trust, . . .and. . .high levels of
the facilitative or tcoret conditions of empathy,
warmth, and resPect as well as the more action and
activity oriented conditions of concreteness'
genuineness, appropriaËe self-disclosure, confron-
tation, and irnrnediacy (p. 22, 31).

Therefore the workerrs role is actÍve and directive, not passive.

The worker must also accept responsibility for his role as the group

leader without stifling the group membersr learning. The leader provides

the opportunities by which learning takes place through direct action

such as structuring of learning activiÈies and by indirect action such

as role nod.elling. The work must remember that the most effective

learnÍng takes place r¿hen the group members have the freedom to discover

their own knowledge.

Gazda (1978) summarizes Èhe characteristics of effective workers

developed by Truax and Carkhuff (L967) z
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.integrated, nondefensive and authentic or
genuine. . .and. . .providing a nonthreatenÍng,
safe, trusting or secure atmosphere by their
acceptance, uncondítional positive regard, love
or nonpossessive warmEh for the client. And
finally they are able to rbe withr, rgrasp the
meaning ofr or accurately and emphatíca11y
understand the client on a moment-by-moment
basis (p. 31).

This appears to be similar to r,rhat Gordon (1972) refers to as the

group-centered leader:

The group-centered leader prefers to adopt as
his working hypoEhesis the belief that the
individual has a vast store of untapped poten-
tial for positive, constructive, intelligent'
and mature behavÍor (p. 75).

Marks and DavÍs (1975) in comparing the roles of the leader in an

experÍential group and in a didactic group describe the difference as

beÈween a director and a leading man:

The experientÍal facilitator ís responsible
for assessing the grouP, selecting the
activity, and conducting the experience.
Whíle the experiential facilitator must
know how Èo set the stage and create an
atmosphere, the didactic leader is tradi-
tionally an actor who ís seen as publicly
responsíble for the whole performance (p. 161).

The group leaderts role is not to evaluate or influence the

group membersr feelings and thínking unless asked. However, as a

group member he does have the responsibility to be involved in Èhe

group, to approprÍateIy share his feelings and thinking. Hanson,

et al. (1976) think that the group leaderrs ínterventions should be

in síx areas: direction giving, feedback, elicíting feelings, providing

information, clarifying group process and content. Lífton (1966) has

organized the leader functions into three areas: clarifying operations,

show-how operations and security giving operaÈions. In both cases the

group leader is seen as an enabler and a facilitator.
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CHAPTER III

THE PRACTICIIM EXPERIENCE

The practicum was implemented from November 1978 to May 1979 at

Prince Charles School in Portage La Prairie, Manitoba. Portage was

chosen because Èhe author Ì{as faniliar wíth the ciÈy from having worked

there. Also, the author thought that the school would be receptive to

the practÍcum.

The school is located in an older area of the city, close to the

downtown sectÍon. Its population Ís drawn from a cross-section of the

PorÈage community, including students from the surrounding rural areas

and Indiân reserves. The school encompasses grades nine to kindergarten.

A number of the students attending the school come from poor, urulti-

probJ-ern families. There are a number of alcohol and drug relaËed problems.

In addition, Prínce Charles is seen as the school Ín the division which

takes children rvith behavior problems. In some cases their life skills

are limited. In the past the school had been receptive to nevl Programs.

The approprÍate authorities were consulted, íncluding the Superintendent

of the Portage School Division, the Co-ordinator of Student Serviees and

the Vice-prineipal of Prince Charles School. The main contact person in

the school was the vice-principal.

The author selected a group approach as the prirnary means of

intervenËion. A group intervention was decfded to be the most effective

for a variety of reasons. The school system is basically organízed

on the basis of groups through their system of classes. Both the school

and the students are comfor¡able with learning ín thls type of group
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setting. Groups ürere reasoned to reach the greatest number of students

in the time allotted. In addition the authorrs major area of interest

was in group work.

The literature ernphasizes the importance of the Peer group during

adolescent development. A group approach taps the poÈential for peer

learning. This is true for the life tasks of adolescence - the need for

acceptance and belonging, the need for independence, and the need for

a sense of identity. In this sense the group approach is very appropriate.

The groups were experienÈial in nature wÍth the focus being on

process as well as content. Marks and Davis (1975) explain the model

4Þ.

The participants experience the issues as well
as identity then intellectually. Involvement and
responsibÍlity in an experiential model are
centered in learner Participation and involvement
(P. 161).

The model is also based on the concept that under normal círcum-

stences nothing is more relevant to us than ourselves. This is

particularly true r¡ith adolescents who are searching for a sense of

identÍty. The group allows them Èo gauge thenselves in terms of their

peers. Individual members are able to establish their own level of

interaction. Marks and Davis (1975) comment:

.Experiential learning legitimizes a forum
for acquiríng self-knowledge because, regardless
of the issue under consÍderatÍon, the participants
have the mandate to see, to hear about, and to
examine theÍr own uniqueness in action (P. L62).

Given the l-ife tasks of adolescence, the group sesslons were

developurenËal, focusing on interpersonal con¡nunication skills. Both

the content and the process of the group sessions stressed the conditÍons

for building relationships and effecÈive communicatÍon. Ïhis r¡as
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accomplished with the use of specffic exercises ín fnterpersonal

communication and subsequent dlscussion about the exercises. The

sÈudents were able to observe their ovrn behavior by means of video

feedback as well as receiving feedback from other grouP members. The

learning from the exercÍses was íncorporated ínto the on-going group

process. The groups dealt with various lssues of inÈerpersonal conmu-

nication including attentive listening, co-operation, sharing, feedback

and openness. The groups utilized various means to enhance the learning

process. They took part in role playing, audio-visual feedback,

discussion, fÍlms, art, simulation exercises and games.

The next sections relate the group experÍence from the iniEial

contact to the termination of the groups, providing descripÈíon and

corltrnent.

Inítiating Contact and Contracting

The ínitial conÈact with the school division was nade by the author

r^rith the Co-ordinator of Student Services. The Co-ordinator was agree-¡

able to the authorts proposal and a subsequent meeting htas arranged

between the author, the Co-ordinator and the principal practÍcum

advisor. AÈ this meeting the authorts proposal was further clarÍfied.

The Co-ordinator was then able to ldentify the particular school

1n the dÍvisÍon which would be the most apPropriate. He assumed the

responsibility for obtainíng permission from the school Superintendent.

The Co-ordinator also approached the school to deternine Íf Èhey were

receptive.

Both the school divfsion and the school responded positively. The

author attended a neeting aÈ the school wiÈh the Více-principal. Ihe

Co-ordinator was unable to attend. At this neeting the author was given
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a list of potentlal guidance classes which could be used. It was agreed

that the author r,¡ould run tvro groups in the school starting in January

and running for eight to ten sessions. Memberships in the groups lras

voluntary.

By enlisting the support of the Co-ordinator the authorts entry

inÈo the school system was facilitated. The Co-ordinator ü¡as able Eo

act as an lntermediary in dealing with components of the school system.

To a certain extent Èhe Co-ordinatorfs involvement also served Èo lend

greater legitinacy to the pracÈicum proposal in the eyes of the school.

The LÍterature Review indicates that social services in the school

are underutilÍzed because they often tend to be stigmatizíng. The author

sought to reduce the possible stigma by drawing students from the

regularly scheduled school group guídance classes. As a result the

participants r.rere less likely to be thought of as rrproblems students"

(both by the school and other students) sÍnce all students hrere required

to take guidance.

Membership in the groups was voluntary Ín an effort to stress the

developmental focus of the groups as opposed to a treatment group.

The mutually agreed decision to select group members from the group

guÍdance classes meant that the groups would not be completely voluntary

because whether the students trere part of the authorts groups or not

they still had to take guidance. It was anticipated that some students

night volunteer for the group to get out of their regular class. However,

this was not thought to be a significant problem since individuals do

join groups for a variety of reasons separate from Èhe grouprs stated

purpose. This issue could also be dealt with in the group if the need

arose
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The author did have a contract between the authorrs conrnittee,

the co-ordinator of special services and the author. All of the lndivi-

duals agreed that the practicurn was a worthwhile endeavour. However,

there rrras no formal contracÈ between Èhe author and the school. !trhile

Èhis enables greater flexibility, it also encourages ambiguity and an

abscence of precíse responsibilities and expectations. It appeared

that the authorts proposal was not a prfority project for the school.

The author was only connected wíth the Více-principal Ín the school. The

other teachers !ùere, for the most part' unahlare of the practicum. In

addition the Vice-principal dÍd not seem to be particularly concerned

about what would happen in the groups. This allowed the author a wide

range of topics, buÈ also no guidelines in terms of what was or wasntt

acceptable.

Prepartorv Stage

The author decided to approach tr¡o potential- groups - a grade seven

special education class and a regular grade nine class. These classes

were selected because each class had a free perÍod after the guÍdance

class. This nrould a1low double the normal group time without infringing

upon the regular studies. Secondly, both classes met during the last

periods of the day which allowed for the possÍbilíty of running overtime.

"Group Guidance'r refers to an allotted unit of tirne Ín the school

cycle during which the nales from one or two classrooms woul-d meet for

a class in guidance while the female students took physical education.

When the feurale students had guÍdance the ¡nales had physical education.

It is a requÍred credit in Èhe school.

Particul-ar irnportance rras placed on the rneÈhod of recruiting group

members. This was done 1n three stages. The auÈhor first meÈ r,¡ith each
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of the t$to classes during their normal gúidance class. As a result of

these meetings thirteen students from the grade nine class and all six

sÈudents of the grade seven class expressed an Ínterest Ín participating

in the grouPs. The second phase consisted of meeting indívidually with

the potential group members. The author furnished the students with

complete information on the nature, goals and expectations of the group.

FollowÍng all of the indívidual intervÍews all of the students decided

to join the groups. The grade seven special education group Lrere

thirteen to fourteen years of age. rn the grade nine class all of the

students were fourteen except for one who was fifteen. The final phase

was a short meeting with both groups. This was primarily to inform them

of r¿hen and where the groups r^rould meet.

The author also continued to meet formally and inforrnally with the

vÍce-principal. This provÍded an opportunity to discuss the guidance

program and share ideas. The author met the grade seven teacher and

l¡as able to learn more about the students. The auÈhor also met with

the part-time psychoJ-ogist at school. The purpose of this meeÈing r.ras

to gain a sense of how the psychologÍst víewed the school and sÈudents.

At the same time the author continued to fanilíarize himself with

the school, obtain an appropriate roon for the group meetings, arranged

for the use of audio-visual equipment and other supplies.

The purpose of the ffrst meeting wiÈh Èhe classes was multifold:

- to explaÍn the reasons for establishing the groups;

- to answer student questions;

- to make initial conËact r¿ith the students; and,

- to enl-ist potential group members.

Sitnilarly, the lndÍvidual rneetlngs with the students had cerÈain

specfffc aÍms:
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- to further clarify group member expecÈations;

- to discuss the individualrs reasons for wanting to join the group;

- to allow the author and students to get to know each other; and,

- to obtain a commitment from the students about PartíciPating.

The importance of allowing both the school and the sÈudenÈs get

familiar t¡ith the author and his expectations is outlined by Northern

(1970):

Other people, such as chlldren and adults from the
lower socioeconomíc backgrounds, tend to respond
initially Ín terms of the workerts personal qualities.
Such persons need to feel that they know and líke
the worker as a person as a basis for using hin for
help with thefr problems 1p. 123).

In this regard, the author had some concern thaÈ the students rnight sÈí1l

see him in his previous role in Èhe corununíty as a Childrenfs Aid SocÍety

(C.A.S.) worker. As a C.A.S. social worker, the author lras ofËen involved

in the apprehension of children. It was Èhought by the author that if

the students were aware of his previous ernploymenÈ rrsith C.A.S. they roight

be less open wlth the author, for fear of brfnging to light problems in

theÍr Lives. They might have Èhought the author urould report these to

c.A.s.

The inítial approach used placed the author in a highly structured

leadership role. It was reasoned that the benefits ln terms of clear

expectations and roJ-e responsibilities r¿ould assist the group process

by avoiding initÍal confusion. The optfon nas left open for the author

to take a less visible leadership role if the group r¿as able to function

more independently and with less specific direction. The two grouP

Deetings and the indivídual meetfngs pJ-aced the choice and responsibility

r^rith the sÈudents to decide if the group was right for them fndivÍdually.

It was thought that the freedom to join or withdraw woul-d make the
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resulting group experience a shared responsibility begr.¡een the students

and the author. The author attempted to deternine tt¡e needs, interests

and abilfties of the students in order to focus the group sessions to

their concerns.

The two classes selected were thought to provide two distinct

populations which would require different materials and approaches to

make the group experience beneficial. Although the t¡¡o grouPs !¡ere

close in chronological age, they were far apart in academic progress.

It was questioned r¡hether this would also be apparent in the emotional

maturity. In addition, the two groups would provide a contrast in size -

six versus thirteen.

A significant structural problern rras encountered in attemPtíng to

locate an appropriate meetíng atea. Prínce Charles is an open area

school r¡hich does not allor¡ for much privacy. As a result the worker

chose a s¡nall conference room ¡¡hich was long and narrq¡. It was not

ideal but it did allow for privacy and would not disturb other classes.

At thÍs stage the author was able to become more Ínvolved with the

school as a whole by meeting wÍth the grade seven teaeher and psychologisÈ.

The author spent time before and after the group meetings to familiatíze

hiurself r¡ith the teaching staff. The author also tried to make hirnself

more visible to the sÈudents by being at school durÍng lunch hours and

class changes on group meeting days. It was anËicipated that this r.rould

make the author seem to be more part of the school. To a certaÍn extent

this was successful, buË did not generate ¡nuch interest among the teaching

staff. More than a lack of support, it appeared to be a lack of interest.

However, as an outsÍder the author üras not confined to the tradiÈionaI

teacher role.
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Formative Phase

The formative phase refers to the first meetings of the groups.

Gifford (1970):

.the group members test out, in the reality
of their interactfon with each oEher and with
the social worker, whether the group can poten-
tÍally be viable for then (p. 3).

Ihe first meeting for both groups were held in the first week of

January. All members of the grade nine group were present, but one member

from the grade seven group was absent. It was learned Èhat he was not

aÈ school that day. All of Èhe group members arrived on time and appeared

eager.

The purpose of the first session was shared wíth the group members.

There were three stated purposes: 1) to become farniliar ü¡ith how Èhe

video equiprnent works, 2) to geE accustomed to being on video, and 3) to

get to know each other better. The means to achieve this were as follows:

a demonostration of how the video equipment works, videotaping the group

rol-eplaying and playback of the videotape; plus group evaluation of the

session. The acÈiviÈies were kept short and conÈained an element of fun

ürith nininal risk of failure. They were also designed to increase parÈí-

c ipation.

Differences between the two groups quickly emerged. David (1975)

relates thaÈ often the social worker may not enter a group at its very

beginning. The initial stage of group development may have been completed

before the socfal ¡¡orker arrives on the scene. This would seem to be

evident, in part, fn the authorrs groups because they were broughÈ

together as a class at the start of the school year. It appears thaÈ Èhis

aspect was more pronounced wtth the grade seven group sinee the group was

formed wÍth the entire class. With the grade nine class only certain
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members of the class !¡ere part of th; group. This served to alter the

previous pattern of ínteraction, allowÍng a "new" grouP to form.

The fact that the group members were familiar r.¡ith each other

facilitated group gror^rth initially. It r¿ou1d have reduced the sËress

and Èension present when groups form. IÈ was also believed that the

well-planned prepatory phase fncreased the initial leve1 of interaction

among group members. As a result there was l-ess need to "test out"

among the group members thenselves. .Davis (1975) refers to this period

of t.estíng out and assessing each other as the sychrronization of per-

sonalities.

The author had a vested interest in the groups and wanted them to

functíon wel1. As a result the auÈhor tried to make the first grouP

session fun and excitJ.ng. This was appropriate for a variety of reasons

besides wanting the group members to enjoy themselves. The agenda

allowed the group members to physÍca1ly release some tension by the

active nature of the role playtng. It prouroted the idea that Ëhis group

was dÍfferent from their regular school classes. It r¡as al-so useful to

increase the partícípatlon and energy level which Ís often lor¿ in newly

formed groups.

The students, throughouÈ the sessÍon, rrere testing the author to

determÍne his reaction. l.lith the grade seven grouP, which net first,

the author was extremely conscious of not wantÍng to lose control. This

was partially due to the authorfs need to make the groups t'successful",

for'the practicum. This feeling was heightened because the sessions were

being videotaped. As a result there was the tendency to rely on structure

and following the agenda to maÍntaln control. At this point the author

rras not very open to student fdeas or nodification of the sessfonrs
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activlties. The author stil1 wanted Èhe students to like him and to

enjoy the group. The author trÍed to use Persuassion to have the

group accept his role as group leader. He would become frustrated when

the group did not respond and would resort to an auÈhoritarían role. The

students must have been aware of this lack of consistency because the

testing behavior seemed to increase as the session Progressed.

The auÈhor recognÍ"zed this type of behavior by rneans of analysis of

the video and was able to rnodÍfy his approach with the grade níne group.

The author chose to I'advertise'r his feelings about his unfamiliarity in

the role of group leader. By ttadvertísingtt it is meant that the author

told the group that he expected thern to test to determine his reactions.

He said he would be tryíng to respond consistently, but there would

probably be some inconsistency. ThÍs seemed to relax the group and the

author.

When the group members did test the author hras able to reflect this

back to Ëhe group, bringing Èhem back to the task. The author responded

wíth more flexibilíty to group ldeas. By giving the group members more

responsibiltty to get the task accomplÍshed the author r¿as able to

relinquish some control.

There were differences in the Èr^ro groups communication. InitÍ411y

cornrnunication wlthin the group tends to be directed to the group leader

as opposed to other group members. This rlas partÍcularly evident with

the grade sevens. There appeared to be no cohesion or enpathy among the

group members. Communicatfon not direcÈed to the author tended to be

negatíve about specific group members. Thís seemed to be done to increase

the lndivídualts sense of fmportance by putting someone else dor¡n. IÈ

¡ras obvlous that two sub-groups rrere starting to form: the Èhree members

who ridicul-ed and the two members who were ridiculed. Attempts by the
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author to reÍnforce positive behavior and to ígnore negative behavior

did not have any effect. Turning the problem back to the group for

discusslon had similarly poor results. Fiirally Èhe author had to take

a firrn and authoratatfve role by clearly stating that certain behavior

was noÈ accpetable. IndÍviduals that could not adhere would be asked

to leave until they thought they could control themselves. As a result

the group members did experÍment with alternative means of achíeving

recognition. The author r.ras disappoÍnted in enploying an authoratative

role because it seemed to separate him frorn the group rnembers, similar

to a teachelr/student relationship. This is reflected by Gifford (1970):

AÈ the same time it must be acknowledged that
some randomly selected groups and even some
groups which have been formed with consíderable
care prove to carry wiÈhin them such severe,
latent or overt differences among the members
as to make these untranslatable into common
goals and a sufficiently satisfactory experience
of mutual communication for the group to hold
together to the end of the formative sÈage.
If such difficulties are combined with the
activÍÈy of a heavy-handed or passive rdorker,
the group ís unlikely to survive (p. 6).

The author had definite concerns about the vÍabillty of the group.

llith the grade nine group the members were able to communicate more

but instead amongst themselves. They did not direct all com¡nunÍcation

toward the author, but instead used their conversatÍon with other group

nenbers to get their message across to the author. This could be

related to the adolescent need to assert their independence while still

seeking adult acceptance. In part it seemed that they rùere more confi-

dent fn seeking support from their peers.

Although the group members relaÈed that they hrere not socially

close outside of school, 1t was obvious Èhat some loose subgroupings

were beginning to form.
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Unlike the grade seven group, the author r¿as able to be less

directive and controllÍng. The group was prepared to work on the

session tasks and were eager to accomplish the tasks. They required

only minimal interventÍon from the author when they díd get off the

task.

When both groups were asked to give feedback about the meeting Èhey

both related that they had enjoyed the session and were looking forward

to future meeÈings. Interestingly, the grade seven group was more

emphatic in statÍng their approval than the grade nine group. The grade

nine group lras able to be more objective and critical of the session.

They were more specific in their analysis. The grade sevens tended to

respond in generalities such as ttit was good" or "I liked everything'r.

All of the members indicated they would continue in the groups.

Intermediate Stage

The intermediate phase ís characterized by a moderate level of

grouP cohesion and the members are generally satisfied. At this stage

leaders being to €merge and subgroupings form. The norms and values

of the group should become more clear. Sone authors omit the Ínter-

mediate stage, movÍng from Èhe for¡raÈive stage to the maturation stage.

I^lhitaker and Liebrnan (1953) use the term rrestablished phase". Gifford

(1970) cotrments:

The established phase is not an ideal state but
rather a state ín which the group is a relatively
stable system. It may become systematized in a
way thaÈ is frustrating for fts members, or in a
way which allows only a very smal1 part of the
potential power within the group to be translated
into action, or in a \ray that facilÍtates the
translation of the fuIl potentials within the
group Ínto action (p. 7).
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During this stage the groups continued to meet once every six

day cycIe. All of the group members remained in the grouP and a new

student was admitted to the grade nine group.

The group sessions focused on l-earning experiences in interpersonal

communication. Key areas explored v¡ere the concePt of two-way communica-

tion, attentive lisÈening, decision making and problem solvÍng. The

groups utilized a variety of means to focus on Èhese areas. These

lncluded role playing sirnulation exercises, film, debate, handouts and

dícussion. The groups aÈtenpted to incorporate this learning Ínto the

on-going group process.

A problern was encountered ¡¡ith the grade seven grouP due to weather

conditions. Two sessions had to be cancel-led as a result of snolv storms.

After each break it was similar to starting over agaÍn. In thÍs sense

the sevens remained vÍrtually in the formative stages.

After a total of four nreetÍngs it became obvious that the grade

sevens urere not able to tolerate the parts of the sessÍons which focussed

on discussion. They were much more action oriented. At this point the

author consulted with the classts homeroom teacher. She was able to

provÍde some insight inÈo the groupts leveL of functioning. The author

also consulted with the vice-prÍncipal- and the practicurn advÍsor. As

a result of these meetings the author changed his strategy for working

wíth this group. The auÈhor selected activities whlch were highly action

orÍented and with rninÍmaI rÍsk of failure. The author took a more

directfve stance utillzing reflectíon and lnterpretation as opposed to

discussíon. The sessions focused on Íncreasing aPPropriate social

Lnteractions withÍn the group. ThÍs appeared to be less frustrating for

the group members and the author. Following the ehange the group was

able to achieve a moderate level of cohesion. There t¡as less inapproprÍate
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interaction among the group members, but they were never able to offer

much support to the other group members. The group did not reach the

maturation phase of group development.

The grade nines, however, moved quickly from the formative stage

to the intermediate stage. A variety of subgroupings formed although

membership in these smaller groups was not constant. In a símiIar way

varÍous grouP members were able to fulfil1 leadership roles at both the

task level and the maintenance level. The group was developing a level

of intimacy which allowed them to see themselves as a group. They were

able Èo verbalize their feelings about the group sessions and also to

make changes in their own and the grouprs funcÈioning.

There appeared to be a paradox wÍth the grade seven group. The

members were satisfied wiÈh the sessions, but there was little group

cohesion. There was no sense of commitmenÊ to each oÈher, but the

members seemed to be having their individual needs met. The group

members were receiving positíve reinforcement as índíviduals from the

author. This type of ÍndívÍdual recognition appeared to be an importanÈ

factor in their co¡unitrnent to comÍng to the group sessions. The author

related to the members in a non judgenental manner which allowed them

the freedom to be more open about themselves.

A number of factors could have influenced the grade sevenrs failure

to Progress. Past experience could have played a part. These sËudents

were seen as "special" by the school. There is a definite stigrna

attached to this designation. The students have experienced little

success withín the school envLronment. To a certain exÈent they are

already dÍsenchanted with school. This !¡as particularly evident with

three of the group members. l,Iithin the school it is expected that this

grouP of studenÈs ¡¡ill exhibiÈ negative behavior. As a resulÈ is is also
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seen as accepÈab1e, becoming a self-fulfÍ11ing and self-perpetuating

prophecy. This could have carried over to the grouP sessions. At the

same tlme the students have a fear of failure. The disruptive behavior

eliminated the possibÍlity of failure because tasks \,Iere not cornpleted.

In attempÈing to deal with this the author took a directíve approach,

clearly outlining expectations for behavÍor and consequences for inappro-

priate behavior. The most ef fective consequence r¡Ias having the group

member leave the room untÍl he himself felt capable of returning to the

group. There r.rere many instances of testing initially, but it decreased

as the meetings progressed.

Although both groups ürere at approximately the same chronological

age it was evidenÈ that there \¡ras a significant difference in their

ernotional levels. The nines r¡rere more self-confident and sure of thern-

$i. selves. They were able to get support and reinforcement from other

group members. The sevens lacked confidence and could not be supportive

of each oÈher. It seemed that much of the grade sevens I disruptive

behavior t¡as attention seeking. This was evldent in the túto group

members who were more quiet. Comnunication was directed entirely to

the author and not to the grouP.

The initial sessions trere designed for the sevensr chronological

age. It became necessary to util-ize exercises for a lower maturity level.

The sessions proved most successful in the latter meetings when the tasks

involved activlty and littl-e discussÍon. The author used interpretatÍon

and reflection during Ehe actual exercise. As the level of actÍvity

increased the degree of disruptive behavior decreased (and vice-versa).

The author selected tasks which afforded a hígh chance of success

wíth minimal risk of failure. The author also choose tasks rshÍch were

shorÈ and fun. It appears that the author made an error in judgenent
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during the early meetings by assuming that the sevens v¡ere capable of

preforming the given tasks. This created confusíon and frustration;

perhaps more so for the author than the students. Inith the svritch in

focus the group developed a more relaxed atmosphere.

In additÍon to the previously stated concerns, a central problem

in the group development was the cancellatÍon of group meetings. Given

the structure of the groups thÍs was unavoidable. AfÈer each cancellation

It was as if the grade sevens lost any cohesíveness. The norms within

the group had to be redefined after each break.

Despite the difficultíes encountered with the sevens, the morale

within the group hras generally high. The group mernbers all arrived on

time and there was always an eagerness about the group sessions. There

was a definite acceptance and liking for the author evidenced by both

their comnents and actions. However, the members had sone difficulty

in deciding whether to relate to the author at a teacher/sÈudent or

a friend/friend level. This issues was not resolved ín the group as

testing on both extrefiies occurred. As the sessions progressed the

students were more able to view the author as a social worker; different

from Èeacher or friend.

In conÈrast to the grade seven grouP, the grade nines developed

in a different manner. Even fron the first session there Ìras more

cohesiveness. Norms and expecÈations appeared to develop quickly and

rüere acceptable to all grouP members. In thÍs grouP' Peer Pressure \¡Ias

the nost significant aspect 1n accomplishÍng the tasks. The author

usually had lfttle need to take a controlling, authoratative attitude

as the group me¡nbers themselves f1lled this gate-keeping position.

InteresÈingly, a variety of group mernbers were able to assume responsibility

for keeping the group on task.
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CertaÍn fssues arose as a result

sfx in one and thirteen in the other.

the size of the turo groups -

number of the planned group

activities required six or more members. This posed a particular

problem when some members from the smaller, grade seven grouP lrere

absent. As a result the author had to prepare tvro different sets of

activities or try to modify the planned activity if there were absent

members. I^Iith the grade nine group there was always sufficient members

to proceed with the session as planned. It also afforded the opportunity

to break up into smaller groups. During discussions followíng the

activity it was possíble to compare feedback from the subgroups. The

larger group enabled the author Èo select activíties from a wider variety.

A key factor in the success of the subgroups was the grade nines

ability Èo work independently. This seemed to relate to their commit-

menÈ to the Èask and the group. A definÍte advantage of the smaller,

grade seven group v¡as that it allowed more direct communícation because

there were fetrer individuals to deal wíth. It allowed the author to

become more personally involved with the students. I,Iith the larger

grade nine group there was less time for each member to be heard

except when broken into smaller groups.

The grade nine group rras highly task oriented. They placed impor-

tance on accomplishing the task as opposed to the means to achieve the

task. This seened to partíalIy sten from a competitive attitude among

the group members. It was evident both on an individual basis and in

the snaller subgroups. The desire to fÍnish ttfirsttt was strong. However,

this was not seen as a barrier, and was sometimes used by the author as

a positfve. InÍtially the author utilfzed their competÍtfve natures to

increase group parÈicipatfon in the exercises. When the group members

of

A



thought they were competing against

role in the group sessions. In the

still able to be supportive of each

utilized exercises which focused on

È ion.
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each other they took a more active

sessions the group members were

other. In later sessions the author

co-operation as opposed to competi-

The grade sevens were less interested in task completion. Instead

the actual ttdoingtt was far more interesting for them. For this reason

the author chose to facilitate introspection and provide feedback during

the task rather than after the task. It appeared that the learning was

internalized more when this strategy was used.

The 1evel of participation in both groups was high, but r'rith the

grade sevens the auËhor had to individually solÍcit feedback to ensure

everyone who r¿anted to contribute had the opportunity. However, the

students were not under duress to speak, but the author would reflect

on their silence. This seemed to be important to the group when they

realízed they had the choíce and Ehat there vrere no negative consequences

for not talking.

Feedback from the grade nines r^ras on a more spontaneous level both

during and after the activity. It r¿as only on rare instances that the

author had to intervene. They rn¡ere able to quickly grasp the concepts

highlighted in Èhe exercises. They still had difficultYr aÈ this stage'

expressing on a feeling level how the concepËs relaËed to their own

lives.

No real leadership roles developed withín the grade seven groul'.

This could be accounted for by the fact that the author took a highly

visible role. He was seen as the group leader and the students as group

members. In addition ic did not seem that individual group members were

able Èo gain support from other group members. This resulted in a member
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who L¡anted to be a leader wÍthin the group having no followers. A

possible exception to thls ü¡as one grouP member who wasr at times'

able to lead others in disrupting grouP sessions. Attenpts to use

his leadership for positive ends met wíth resistance from the student-

It appeared that his goal l^ras not leadership in itself, but to keep the

group in disequílibrium.

Leadership roles withÍn the grade nine group lrere still unclear

and shifÈing at Èhis stage, both in task and maintenance roles. It

seemed that a varíety of individuals were interchangeable in these

roles.

Outside of the group sessions the author had difficulty Ín preceiving

his role wÍthin the school. It was quite probable that there was no

role for the author outside of the groups. The author continued to meet

on an informal basís wíth the vice-princípal. Generally this lras on a

superficial basis, but on other times the author and více-principal were

able to compare differenÈ approaches. The auÈhor did meet with the grade

sevenst homeroom teacher twice. It provÍded a different PersPective

and Ínsight which was beneficial in working with the group. The relation-

ship wÍth the homeroom teacher provided an t'in" trith the other teachers

in terms of their knowledge of who the author \¡Ias. It seemed to make

the auÈhor more credible. However, the overriding impression was that

the teachers were occupied r¡iÈh their orùn teaching roles. The authorrs

work did not provide them with any obvious benefiÈs and they weren't

interested as a result. A potential ally withÍn the school would have

been the school psychologist. She had previously indÍcated an inÈerest

in becorning involved wíth the groups in some way. Unfortunately she

left the school soon after the grouPs started.
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The author foresaw little opportunity of making an impact on the

school and decided to limit his interventÍon to the groups.

Maturation Stage

The mature phase of group development is characterízed by greater

attention to the process level as opposed to the content level. rt is

evidenced by a sense of íntirnacy and trust r¡hich al1or^rs members to

conununicate at a feeling level.

AÈ the same tÍme norms and goals are accepted and adhered to by the

group members. This does not infer a static environment because group

goals can be redefined or changed as needed. Development may still be

unevenr moving forward and backward. There is a state of I'dynamic

equilibriuurrr.

some groups do not reach Èhe mature stage of group development as

ín the case of the grade seven group rrhich was viewed as remainÍng at

the integraÈion stage. However, the author is inclined to see the

grade nines as reaching the maÈure phase.

Movement into the mature stage can occur slowly over time or Ít
can be seen as a dramatic event ¡¡hich separates the tr^ro sÈages. rt
seems that htith the grade nine group Ëhe change to the maturation phase

became evident during one particular group ureeÈing.

The fourth rneeting of the grade nine group rras scheduled to be

a formal debaÈe organized by the studenÈs on their om time. The group

members came to the session unprepared for the debate having not follorved

through with their cormrÍtment. As a result the debate was rescheduled

for the following session. The author took responsibility for the fourth

meetíng with a serles of exercises he had prepared for the next session.

At the next meeting the group was again unprepared. rn additíon
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menbers came late, were disruptive and apparently unprepared Èo work.

Ihe worker had anticipated thfs and chose not to provide an alternatÍve

for the session. He opted ouÈ of the role as group leader, sharing his

feelings of frustration and that he was not prepared to provide exer-

cises for this session. Initially the group thought this would be great

because it would be "free timerr. However, Èhey soon became bored and

restless. GradualJ-y the group became quiet and unsure. From Èhis they

become angry and blaning about how they t¡ere hrasting their time.

Following this some of the group members began to voíce their feelings

about the group and r¿hat it meant to them. Other members were able to

join in resulting in a sharing among the group. Unfortunately the tine

I¡ras up, but the group decided to continue the discussion at the next

session.

During the next session all of the group members lrere present and

on time. The author waited for the group to ÍniÈiate the díscussíon,

but then took a participatory role in the discussíon. The group nembers

were able to share their feelÍngs about the group and also to provide

feedback to the author about how they saw him. As a result the group

reached a new level of funct.ionÍng.

The follo¡¡ing four sessions never reached the same level of intimacy,

but there ¡¿as the shared feeling of beÍng a group. The final sessÍon

served as an evaluaÈion of the group and the other three sessions

included a discussion on marijuana, co-operation and competition, and

trust.

It appears that the fifth and sixth sessions vrere a turning point

ln the grouprs development. ThÍs was precipitated by a rrcrÍsisrr siÈua-

tion (one of the students being expelled from school) ¡¡hích brought the
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the group to dissolve at this tí¡ne. However,

operative to negate this happening.
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been just as possible for

a number of factors v¡ere

The previous sessions had been a posítive experience for the group

members. The group was dÍfferent than thelr normal school classes. It

provided them with nerlr types of learning experiences. In addition they

liked the author and were able to related well to hÍm. On an índividual

level they did noÈ qrânt the group to end and were prepared Èo problem

solve.

The group had developed some cohesiveness and trust. This allowed

some of the group members Èo inltially share their feelings without fear

of rejection. This leadershíp at a maintenance 1evel by three or four

group members influenced other members to coÍtrnunícate more openly. The

more that this happened, the nore the members began to view themselves

as a group. Peer pressure r¡ras instrumental- Ín Èhe adherence to the

group norns and values.

Although the group appeared to be important to the members, iÈ was

also a "1ow rÍsk" situaÈion. By that it ls meanÈ that the indÍviduals

knew they would survive if the group failed. As a result they could

be more open and critÍcal in their feedback. The group members were

confident in their own abilítíes and they felt capable of resolving

the situation.

The authorrs strategy affected the resultÍng grouP Process. He

was able to share his own feelings about the group wiÈhout blarning or

projecting. At the same time he was able to rro!¡nrr his own feelings

and accepEed responsibÍlity as a member of the group. This seemed to

reduce the original defensÍveness among the group members. It became
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evident to them that they each had thelr ov¡n responsibility to make the

group work. This allowed Èhem to see themselves as equal participants

Ín the learning experience.

Lrhen giving feedback to the author they ü¡ere secure that there

would not be a negative consequence ff the feedback was not favorable.

The author !ùas able to accepÈ some criticism and to change. This rnade

it easier for the group members to do the same.

htlen the group members made some valid criticisms the author was

able to acknowledge these and ask the group for suggestíons on how to

change. In future sessions the author would rnodify his behavior

demonstrating to the group that feedback was useful.

A later incidenÈ also served Èo bring the group closer together.

One of the group members was expelled from school for smoking marijuana

on school property. This resulÈed in an intense discussion about the

Íncident'specifically and the use of marijuana. It ¡¡as evident that

there were two distinct groups - one whích supported the use of mari-

juana and one that did not. Although they did not agree with each

other they were able to lísten to r^rhat the other group was saying. They

were also able to see the issue from Èhe schoolts stance, but still

supported the studenÈ who had been expel1ed.

During the fÍnal evaluation session Èhe group members rrere able to

provide insightful and constructÍve feedback about the group experience,

the author and themselves. A significant change from earlier sessíons

was their ability to identffy positive as rsell as negative components.

An aspect of the mature phase Ís that the leader tends to move

from an active to a passÍve role allowing Èhe group members to assume

more leadership responsibilitíes. At the maintenance level this happened,

but the author contfnued in a leadership role aÈ the task level. To
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elaborate, the author reÈained responsibility for providing the tasks

for the group sessions. However, this was at the request of the grouP.

The author vras flexfble in changing the agenda if the group had an

activity, such as the marijuana discussion. In some respects control

became a sha¡ed responsibility. There were sti1l tirnes when the author

thought iÈ was necessary to intervene to restore order when the group

vras not able to perform this function itself.

Termination Staee

Termination can occur after any stage of group development. With

the grade sevens it happened after the integragation stage and with the

grade nínes after the maturation stage.

Groups can tenninate for a varÍety of reasons including achievement

of group goals, lack of integration, deparÈure of worker or significant

members, a temporary break or maladaptation. If the goals have been

accomplished the workerts role is tr¿ofold: 1) to review achievements

and 2) to positÍvely relnforce future group experiences. This quite

often entails a review or evaluation of Èhe group experience. lf the

goals have not been attained the worker needs to resPond more on an

individual leve1 to ensure that feelings are dealt r¡ith and resolved.

It is also possible for the group to end for a cornbination of the above

reasons. Shulnan (1979) summarizes:

.in addítion to terminating the intÍnacy
establÍshed with the vorker, Èhe members must
also deal with thefr feelings about separating
from each other. Guilt over the way Ín whÍch
the group functioned is cornmon. The desire to
have functioned more effectively also emerges
ln requests for conÈinuation of the sessions.
There is often unfinished business related to
both the authoríty and the inÈirnacy themes.
Members need to share with each other not only
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the angry feelings generated by their work together
but also the feeling of loss they experience as the
mutual aid sysÈem is dis¡nantled (p. 278).

There Ís often denial followed by anger and apathy. Shulman refers to

the "farewell-party'r syndrome. It is characterized by the avoidance to

negative issues v¡here grouP members atËenpt to protect the group.

The central reason for the termination of the authorts group was

the Èime limited nature of the groups. The author had contracted to

meet wlth Èhe group for a specific period of time - until Ëhe end of

April. The groups lrere avrare of this lÍrnitation from the beginning and

were reminded in the sessions as the final meeting approached.

The grade nine group met for ten sessions and the grade sevens met

for seven sessions. The discrepancy Ín the sessíons between the two

groups resulted from cancelations and holidays. The groups returned Ëo

their regular guidance classes. The final session was devoted to an

evaluaÈion, both wrítten and verbal.

Although both groups lrere atrare of the finalÍty of the groups there

was reluctance to accept the fnevitability of termination. The groups

wanted to continue Ëo meeÈ longer and when the author said this was not

possible they asked the author to come back to visit. This aPPears to

be sirnilar to Shulmants experiences wiÈh terrnination. There was a real

sense of loss for the author and the group members.

The grade nine group was able to reflect back on previous sessíons

and to remember the positives. They were also able to laugh about some

of the negative experiences. However, as the session drew to a close

there was a marked decrease in the level of verbal activity. It seemed

that each members was takfng some time to himself.

the grade seven group mainÈained its hÍgh level of activity throughout
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the session. Theír focus was less on the termination of Èhe group as

opposed to the loss of the author. Comments r¡rere more simply stated

such asttl like you" and "Ilm going to miss yout'. This was the closest

the group ever came to talking about Èheir feelings. It ltas still not.

possible to get. them to deal with negative aspects of the grouP experience.

The author focused on the positives and negatives of the group

experience. He also cormrented on the positive conÈributions thaÈ each

individual member had made to the group. The author also shared with

the groups his own feelings of anxiety and loss. This appeared to make

it easier for the grade nine group to share their feelings. In a similar

way the author atÈempted to identífy the feelings in the grade seven

group and how these $Iere not unusual.

Following the terminaËion of the tr.ro groups the author meÈ with the

vice-principal to tie together any loose ends and to thank hin for his

co-operaÈion throughout the five month period. This concluded the

practÍcum experience for the author.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS

The author maintained two central objectives for the practicum:

1) to enhance the authorrs skills r.Jith adolescent groups and 2) to

increase the authorrs knowledge ín the areas of adolescent development,

social work with groups, Èhe role of social work in the schools, and

interpersonal conrnunication skills.

The practicum experÍence ran from November 1978 to l{ay 1979 at

Prince Charles School in Portage La Prairie. The author led tvro groups:

a grade seven special education class and a regular grade nine class.

The overall goal of the groups was to assist the adolescents to gain a

greaËer sense of personal ídentity by providÍng a social group work

experience in the school. The focus qras on experiencing and learning

interpersonal conrnunicaÈion skills. To summarize, Èhe specific objec-

tives identified in Chapter I t¡ere:

- to increase the group partÍcipants I skills in conrnunicaÈion,

through practice, in a safe environment where they could

experiment with new behaviors;

- to increase the group participantst knowledge of the basis of

interpersona 1 c ormrunicat íon ;

- to increase the group participantsr understanding of their or'm

communication;

- Èo increase the group participants I abÍlity and comfort in

assuming responsibility for the¡nselves;

- to enhance the group partÍcipantsr abilíty to express their

feelings; and,

81
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- to provlde a learnlng experience which was fun and exciting.

The author had to adjust his approach with the grade seven group

because Èhe original exercÍses were beyond their level of understanding.

Although they were the same chronological age as the grade nines, they

did not have the same ernotional and psychological maturity. As Piaget

(1958) and Lewin (1962) relate this is the stage for the development of

formal operational thought (hypothetfcal and abstracÈ Èhinkitg). This

suggests that all adolescents do not. mature at the same rate naking it

necessary to assess abilíties on the emotional level as opposed to the

chronological age.

The grade seven group could, posslbly by rate memory, relate the

concepts they learned, but could noÈ utilize these skills in group

sessions. In thís sense the author increased their knowledge, but not

their skiIls.

The author learned that role modeling and reflecÈion of the groupts

behavior had the greatest effect on changÍng their Ínterpersonal communi-

cation. ThÍs was evidenced by a decrease Ín the hurtful comments the

group members made to each other. They were able to receive positive

reinforcemenÈ wÍthout havíng to put someone else down to feel important.

There was little peer pressure to act as a negaÈÍve sancÈion. As a

result the auÈhor maintained a directive leadership role in the group.

Group sessions r¿iÈh the grade sevens were more successful when

acÈivities allowed for a high level of physical activity and a minimum

of dÍscussion. The V.T.R. equipurent nas a valuable resource with the

group because they were fascínated both ¡sith the operatÍon of the

equfpment and observÍng themselves on tape. This allowed them to view

thelr onn couìmunÍcation patterns and incorporate thls into their own

self-concepÈ. The author learned that frquiettr actÍvíties, such as drawing,
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r.rere also effective. I.Ihen group members vrere not in what they preceived

to be a discussion exercise, they would talk more freely about themselves.

They would listen to what other group members were saying. They were not

under pressure to relaEe and therefore were able to relax and be them-

selves. Ihis lras an effecÈive means of gett.ing the group to share their

feelings.

One area where the author experienced personal difficulty was being

a dÍsciplinarian to naintain control over the group. IÈ appeared that

the grade sevens hrere so accustomed to being told what to do by teachers

that they transferred the same role Èo Ëhe author. At times they called

Èhe author "teacher". They were unable to control themselves; not Èaking

the responsibÍJ-ity only the freedom that the grouP offered. Although

firmness and authority are always part of the group the author felt

unco¡nfortable Ín this role. Part of the uncomfortableness !Ías a result

of the auÈhorrs desire for the groups Èo be successful. The author lùas

afraid that if he was too controlling rvith the group they would not come

to the sessions. However, the author persisted in attemPting to provide

the group with opporÈunities to make their ovm decisions. This was

successful at times, but sometimes resulted Ín dÍsorder. The positive

effect rras that the group members learned that the author would not give

up on them and he would conËÍnue to be supportive. The nembers came to

view the author as separaÈe from their teachers.

Conrnents by the students throughout the life of the group indicated

that they enjoyed the group. At the time of termÍnaÈÍon their feedback

was on a more personal level, focusing on their feelings toward the

author as well as the group (see Appendix for group written feedback).

Written comnents such as ttl liked everythlng about the group", "I liked
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the leader'rr t'I hope you come backtr and "make the group longer" indicated

that the members enjoyed the group. All of the members stated that they

would partfcipate Ín a similar group again. Interestingly one of the

group members related that he enjoyed the group, but did not think other

people did. T\¡o of the members were able to comment on what they didnrt

like abouÈ the group (r'some stupid attitudes, when we were rude"). This

seems to point out Èhat they were also uncomfortable with some of the

disruptive behavior.

It is unlikely that the group experience resulted in Èhe grade

sevens acquiring the skill to utilize the inÈerpersonal communication

skills they learned, but the intervention provided other posiËive

oulcomes. The authorrs positive regard and empathy for each group

member allowed them to develop a close relationship with an adult autho-

rity figure. The non-judgemental approach and role modeling behavior

provided the group wiÈh an alternative to their own interpersonal rela-

tionshÍp paËterns. The author is of the opinion that the successes they

experienced served to increase their self-concept and sense of self-worÈ.h.

A signÍficant aspect which was absent from this group experience

was the membersi ability to be supportive of each other. Peer acceptance

which Ís integral to a sense of belonging and identity was not present.

It is hypothesized that each of the group members r^tas so insecure;

needing t.o have theír or¡rn needs met, that they qrere unable to function

beyond thfs level of interaction. From the literature, ErÍkson (1968)

would suggest that the students never successfully resolved the crises

of previous developmental stages. Their need for attention, either

posftive or negatfve, was always present. I^Iith the grade sevens it

appears that Mitchell (1975) is correcÈ 1n hÍs premise Ëhat it is better

to have a negative ídentity than no identiÈy at all.
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The grade nJ.ne group !¡as able to grasp the concepts presented in

the sessions (íe., trust, decision making, co-operâtion, attentive

llstening). This was obvious because they lrere not only able to feed

back the essential ideas, but were able to integrate the ideas ln later

group sessions. The group members became able to utilize the skills

they were learning in the group. As this happened they assumed more

responsibility for Èhe group functioning because they came to vÍew the

group as their orrn. Attendance and parÈicipaÈion was high.

Even when some of the exercises did noÈ turn out as intended the

effort hras not wasted because the experiential nature of the group

allowed the individuals to examine why the exercises did not work. As

the 1Íterature indicates the experiential model necessiÈates that Èhe

individuals have a personal involvement in exploring their own feelings.

This is because the group focus r¡¡as on the process as r¡ell as the content.

The grade nine group rdas not only eager to attend the group sessions,

but were commÍtted Ëo rnaking the group work. As Erikson (1968) states

adolescence is a rrtime-out" period r¡hich allows the adolescent to experi-

ment with nevü ways of behaving and relating. The grouP provided Èhem

Lrith thÍs opportunity.

The group itself uras able to conÈrol its members to get the tasks

accornplished. They responded well to the opportuníties to make decisions

for themselves. SomeÈimes the decisions the group made did not work

out as they planned, but they were able to deal with the issues and

grow from Ít. Ttris is not unusual r¡ith any group, but as LewÍn (1962)

relates adolescence is a period of vacilation - frorn mature to chÍIdish.

There is the need to experfment in adolescence and the group members

were gfven that opportunÍty.
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Although the grade nine group required a certain level of physical

activity, they were able to discuss and anaLyze situations. Importantly,

the group members could do this with each other, not havÍng to rely on

the author for approval. This was important because as Lídz (1968)

relates the individual needs to be recognized as an individual by others

to gain a sense of identity. The grade nines $rere more tolerant than

the grade sevens of individual differences. lt led to a sense of

belonging because they were accepted by their peers.

The grade nine group enjoyed the group experience. They all stated

that they enjoyed the group and would participate in sinilar groups

in the future. The majority of the members related that they increased

their understanding of communication skills and their understanding of

themselves (see Appendix). Cormnents included t'I learned other peoplers

reactions to things"r'T. understand different people take different things

differently", t'I used to have problems talking to peoplet' and "I can

understand what others thÍnk about themselves and me". They found satis-

faction not only with the group leader, but wÍth what they had learned.

It was very irnportant t.o the adolescenÈs that they had a voÍce in

what they !¡ere learning. They saw the group as their own. Ït seems

that the skills they learned and used in the group carried over into

oÈher aspects of their 1Íves. Feedback from the group members indicated

that they had attempted to uÈilize their learning outside of the group

and had rnet rpith some positive responses. They stated that they enjoyed

the Ínteractions which happened in the group and wanted si¡nilar relaEion-

ships outside of the group.

The literature indícates that prevíous learning plays an important

part fn adolescent identity. It could be hypothesÍzed that because the
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grade nine group had a more enrÍched childhood environment they ltere more

able to utilize the learning in the group than the grade sevens. It

may also be that the grade nínes experienced more successes and fewer

failures {n the school sysÈem. The grade nines felt that they were making

a worthwhÍ1e contribution to the group which served to increase their

sense of identity.

As both Davies (f975) and Shulman (1979) state each member gets

different needs met from the group experience' but the normality of

group experience is universal. l^tritten corunents from the group about

what they Liked about the group included: rrl like to be able to talk

and people listenf', "being able to express ideas and thoughtsrr, "to

expect different things from different people", ttcorltrnunication", "video-

taping" and "the leader because he was young and understood the kids

in the group". In addition seven members responded Èhat they liked the

group because they got out of guidance c1ass.

ûueral-l, the grade nínes t¡ere able to gain a better sense of their

own identity whfle the grade sevens were able to receive some individual

posÍtive reinforcement.

The role of the social workers in the school system is not clearly

defined. Wadsworth (1970) thinks that teachers are skeptical of school

social workers because they do not see any concrete results. He also

states thaÈ because of professional boundaries teachers tend to resent

social workers Ín I'their systemrr. The socÍal worker must first overcome

the schoolrs resistance.

The rural areas fn Manitoba are different Ín their preceptíon of

social l¡orkers than in the larger urban center of l{innipeg. The schools

tend to be more conservative and cautious. The rural areas do not have
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a separaËe agency of school social workers as Winnipeg does. As a result

they are less familiar with the services a social worker can provide for

the school. In Port.age La Prairie there was only one social worker in the

schools. It was a half position combining school social worker and attendance

officer for a population of 4000 children. SocÍal workers in Portage and

other rural areas tend to be equaÈed.with the child r¿elfare agencies.

The authorts entry into the school system r¡as facilitated by the good

working relationship whÍch had developêd over a number of years between

the school system and the child welfare agency in Portage. Prior to Ehe

authorrs inten¡ention negotÍations trere taking place to have child welfare

social r¡orkers assigned to the schools. As a result the auÈhorrs accep-

tance by the school r¡as aided by his previous employment r¿¿Íth the. child

welfare agency

Shulman (1979) recognizes the greaÈ importance of contracting not

only with the group members, buÈ also with the school:

The inportant point is that both the school staff
and the group members understand that the group is
formed Èo help them use school more effectívely
and to make learning more fun (p. 163).

If there was an honest understanding of Èhe group purpose and íf the staff

can vietr the group as part of their educational roles, Shulman thinks the

staff will accept the validity of the groups. The author did not contract

l¡ith the teachers. The problem which became evident at the terminatÍon

of the practicum was that bhere was no on-going program when the author

left.

I:he lÍterature suggesÈs that there is a debate as to wheÈher the

social worker should be víewed as parÈ of the school systen or ouÈside

of the school sysÈeu. Whereas Moynihan (1978) sees the social worker

in a ttguestrr posiÈion, earning credibility with the school system' CosËin
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(1975) vfev¡s social work intervention as requirÍng an understanding of

the needs of the students in terms of their developmental stages and the

resulting stresses which occur. This must be integrated with the purposes

of the school system. Costínrs approach allows for the social worker Ëo

firstly concentrate on services needed to the students and secondly to fit

these needs within the parameters of the school.

The authorts approach was to place imporÈance on the studentst needs.

With both groups the author attempted to respond to where the students \,Iere

at as opposed to what the school thought the students needed. However,

there lrere no apparent differences between the schoolrs view and the

studentsr view. The school, mainly the vice-principal' ülas extremely

supportive of the authorrs focus.

It is important Èhat the social worker, as part of his assessmenÈ'

take lnto account the schoolrs perspectíve. Tf. the school is not in

agreement they will not support the program. This indÍcates the need for

contracting wÍth the school prior to starting a program in the school.

At that tine it should be clarífied as to what role the school staff

will play since Èhe groups are a part of the school system. The schoolrs

acceptance of the authorfs involvement allowed the author to develop his

otrn program. However, the acceptance could also be seen as the school

not supporÈing the author. Permit.ting the author free rein allowed the

school Èo disassociate itself fron the grouPs.

One of the aspects that the author would change would be to have

the group sessions on a specific day of the week instead of following

the six day schoo} cycle. By following the six day school cycle it

aeant that on some weeks the groups would not meet at all because that

particular day on the cycle did not fal-l in the week. As a result there

was a l-oss of conÈinufty and cohesion at the next group session. The
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author would also not. run the groups during the regular school hours,

optfng for lunch hour or after school. Thís would be beneficíal for

a number of reasons. It would allow the participation to be more

voluntary because the students would have to actively chose to attend.

Even though the group members volunteerd to be a Part of the group their

only other option was the regular guidance class. The author is

suggesting that lf the students attended on their own time there would

likely be a greater conmritment to working in the grouP. A program

operating outside the school hours would allow for a wider range of

potential grouP menbers - not just from the same class or even Èhe same

grade. It would be a ttnew group", noÈ one which had preconceived

inÈeraction paÈterns from Èhe tine spent together in their regular class.

On a potential leve1 iË would allow a greater choíce in terms of

the physical areas available to meet. Although the room which r^ras used

was adequate there were times when its size hampered some of the sessions.

ThÍs was especÍally evident when the acLívities útere more active or

when the grouP was broken-up inÈo sub-groups. Running the groups outsíde

of school hours urould also avoid clashes with specÍa1 actívities run by

the school during the daY.

In future groups the author would not proceed r¡ith preconceived

ideas of what the students Lrant to know, but would allow more flexibÍlity

for student input. Sínce the nature of the groups - especially the

decísion making - Ís so different from other parts of the school system'

the author would still have to maintain a highly directive leadership

role initíally. Ideallyr as the group became more resPonsible for itself'

the author would act more as a facilÍtator Èhan as the leader. Based on

the Ínterests of the group members Èhe auÈhor could provide the necessary

experiential actÍviLies to highllght Èhese areas.
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I^Ihen the author left the school system there \,tas no one else to

continue the grouP Program. A rnajor change in the practicum strategy

would be to enlist greater support from the school system. Initially it

would be LmportanÈ to meet with the teachers to explain the purposes and

goals of the groups and to soliciÈ their ideas. If possible lt would be

beneficial to attend the staff meetings to allow the teachers to see

the auÈhor as part. of the school system. The rural schools have less

exposure to school social workers and tend to have preconceived ideas of

social work roles, usually related to child rvelfare agencies. The author

would initiate more one to one contact with the teachers in terms of a

mutual sharing of information about changes they observe in the individual

group membersr behavior in theÍr classes. If the teachers were kept

informed and were able to see some positive results they night be moLivated

to have the groups conÈinue after the author terminaÈed his involvement.

Although Èhe vice-príncipal was designated as the prirnary contacÈ'

the author could have made the principal a more Íntegral part of the

practicum. The principalts supporÈ, as the head of the school, may have

placed pressure on Èhe school division to continue the groups. This

would have been facilitated if the principal received positive recogniÈion

for initÍatíng a unique Program in hís school.

A sinilar approach could have been utilized with the co-ordinator

of student services since ít ís his role to address studentsr special

needs. If the educatÍon system ltere to assume a more actíve role in

the childrenrs æotional developmenË' a change in the schoolts percep-

tion of school social workerrs roles would have to take place. It would

have to be recognized as a necessary part of the school systen rather

than as an extra.
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In an era of budgetary restraínts, cutbacks and declining enroll-

menËs lt appears unlikely that social work in the schools would be a

priority. Given the good relationship which existed between the schools

and the local child welfare agency they might have been approached to

continue in the schools. To a certain extent the child welfare agency

would need to shift from Ít.s traditionally mandated role tor¡ards a more

preventative role. The Childrenrs Aid Society of Eastern Manitoba has

attempted Èo do this Èhrough the establishment of their resource centers.

The inclusion of the child welfare agency could serve to expand the

schoolts role as a community resource.

Based upon the studentsr feedback (see Appendix) the author r¿ould

make some further changes. A number of indívíduals commented that the

sessions hrere noÈ long enough and the groups should have run for the

entíre school year. The author would make greater usage of the video

equipment as a teaching too1. The grade nines suggested u¡aking the group

smaller as they thought thirteen hras too large a number for everyone

to participate. The students request to make the individual sessions

longer night not be accepted by the school if the grouPs conflÍcted with

academic courses. There would also be problems with having grouP sessions

after school as a number of Èhe students are bussed in and have to leave

when school is dismissed.

Although Portage La Prairle is relatively close to I.IÍnníPeg there

are some significant differences between the two in terms of rural vs

urban. The aspect. that stood out most clearly ¡¡as the lack of suPPort

programs available to the schools in comparison to l,trinnipeg. In addition

Èhey did not offer as nany alternative programs wfthin the school system.

The school had to conÈend with the problems of serving students from outside
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the cfty limfts. At the same tirne the |tglobal village" aspect increased

the students expectatlons, causing some disappointment because Portage

could not offer the same lifestyle available in larger urban centres.

In terms of the overall practicum objectives - to enhance the

authorrs social work skills with adolescent groups and to increase the

authorrs knowledge in the areas of adolescent development, social work

with groups, the role of social work in the schools, and interpersonal

communication skills - Èhe practícum was hÍghly successful. It provided

the author wiÈh a unique learning experience. Unfortunately, the M.S.I^I .

program díd not provlde many courses in the clinícal sÈream which were

helpful to the practicum experÍence. The majority of the learning and

knowledge gained by the author occurred separate fro¡n the M.S.I^I. program.

It was obvious that the program did not províde for specializatíon in

the area the author selecÈed. The practicum enabled the author to learn

from the literaÈure the areas which were important to him. At the same

time the experiences of the practicr¡n allowed the author to grow as a

professional, lncreasÍng hÍs skills.

In conclusion the practicum reconfirmed the authorrs belief ín the

value and need for social servÍces in the school sysLem. It also served

to confÍrm the authorts vier¿ that adolescence Ís a difficult stage of

development with a need for a preventive aPProach to the crises of

adolescence. The experientiat approach was beneficial to the adolescents

in allor¿ing them to test new tyPes of behavior wfthout Èhe fear of

failure. The receptÍve nature of the school was encouraging to develop

future programs within the school system. The author found the practicum

to be a genuine personal and professional enhancÍng endeavour.
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APPENDlX

GradeTGroupEvaluation-TotalResponse

I.

1. Dtd the grouP sessions meet your expectations?

SurPassed 0 Met I ?artiallY 4 No 0

2. To what degree did Èhe group contribute to your learning about

communicaÈíon? Greatly 3 Some 2 Small 0 Not At All 0

3. Did the grouP help you to understand yourself and others better?

Yes 4 No I ExPIain: No Comments

h. o" ;"oriI more about communicaÈion nov¡? Yes 5 No o

5. l,las the learning useful to you? Yes 4 No 0 (ínbemeen t )

6. Did you enjoy being in the group? Yes 5 No 0

7. I{ould you participate in a sinilar group? Yes 5 No 
-Q_

8. Were the exercises useful to your learning? Yes 4 No 0

(inberr¡een I )

II. Leader

1. l^las I organízed and prepared? Always 2 Usually 0 Sometimes 2

Never 1

2. Did I help the students get involved and Participate?

VerY well 4 l'1e11 I Some 0 Poor 0

3. Did I use good corununication skills?

VerY well 2 I'1e11 2 So¡ne 0 Never I

4. Did I stlmulate You to learn?

0f ten 2 SomeÈimes 2 Rarel-y I Never 

-
5. Did I provide feedback about the group?

Of ten 2 Someti'mes 3 Rarely 0 Not aÈ all 0

95
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III. 9roup

1. To what degree did you learn from others Ín the group?

Greatly 0 Some 4 Small Degree 1 Not at all 0

2. To what degree die you participate in the group?

Greatly 0 Some 4 Alirrle I

3. Do you think other members enjoyed the group? Yes 4 No I

IV. Conclusl-on

1. hrhat did you like about being in the group?

- Everything (3)

- It was very nice

- The games

- The leader

2. Irrhat did you dislike about being in the group?

- Nothing (3)

- some sÈupid aÈtitudes

- lrrhen we were rude

3. LrrhaÈ changes would you have made in the group?

- None (3)

- Make it longer

- I donrt know

4. Other commenÈs:

- I hope you come back.
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Grade 9 Group Evaluatíon - Total Response

I. Expectations and Objectíves

l. Did the group sessions meet your expecÈations?

Surpassed 5 Met them 4 Partially 2 No 0

2. To what degree did the group contrfbute to your learníng about

co¡mnuni ca tÍon ?

Greatly 2 Some I Srnall I Not at all 0

3. Did the group help you to understand yourself and others better?

Yes 10 No 1 Explain:

- Now I know if I bug somebody

- I learned other peoplers reactions to things

- I undersÈand different people take different things differently

- I used to have problems talking to people

- I can understand what others think about themselves and me

- The r.ray you ran the group

- I donrt care how others feel about me

4. Do you know more about counnunication now?

Yes l-0 No 0 (yes and no I )

5. Was the learning useful to you?

Yes 11 No 0

6. Did you enjoy being in the group?

Yes 11 No 0

7. Would you particÍpate in a similar group?

Yes 11 No 0

8. I.Iere Èhe exercises useful to your learning?

Yes 10 No 0 (Some I )
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II. Leader

1. lJas I organfzed and prePared?

Alway s 2 Usua lly I Some t irnes I Never 0

2. Did I help Èhe students get Ínvolved and ParticiPate?

Very well 3 Well 7 Some 1 Poor 0

3. Did I use good communicatÍon skills?

Very well 2 Well 9 Some 0 Never 0

4. Did I stimulate you to learn?

Often 4 Sometimes 7 RarelY 0 Never 0

5. Did I provide feedback about the group?

Often 6 Sometimes 5 RarelY 0 Never 0

III. Group

1. To whaÈ degree did you learn from oÈhers in the group?

Greatly I Some 10 Small degree 0 Not at all 0

2. To what degree did you partÍciPate in the group?

Greatl-y 2 Sorne 8 A 1Íttle 1 Not at all- 0

3. Do you thÍnk other group members enjoyed the group?

Yes 11 No 0

IV. Conclusion

1. I^Ihat did you like about the grouP?

- Missing guidance (7)

- Video taping (3)

- Cormuncation (3)

- I like to be able to talk and people listen

- The games were fun

- Fun
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- Informal

- I liked the leader because he was young and understood the kids

fn the grouP

- Being able to exPress ideas and thoughts

- To expect different things from different people.

2. What did you dislike about being in the group?

- Not long enough (3)

- Too many people (2)

- Noise (2)

- Nothing to do twice

- Boring

- Space r^Ias too snall

- Our fighÈing.

3. WhaË changes would you have made in the grouP?

- Snaller (2)

- Longer (4)

- Al1 year long

- Have it after school

- More coutnunÍcation beËween people

- Meaner leader

- More exercises.

4. Other corunents :

- Fun

- Alright

- Sometimes boring

- I felt you handled yourself well and kept your cool when people

TJere not co-operatlng.
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